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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY
Chinatown, like other historical districts in Singapore such as Kampong Glam, Little India
and Boat Quay, has a rich history and cultural identity. These districts have been the
subject of conservation efforts by the Government, but they primarily extend to the
physical conservation of buildings and structures. In recent times, there has been
commentary from certain segments of the public that Chinatown has lost much of its
social fabric and is increasingly catering to the tastes of tourists. Also, it has been reported
that property investors have been buying up conservation shophouses such as those in
Kreta Ayer due to their perceived potential to appreciate in value, resulting in tenancy
changes. All of this has led to a sense that Chinatown is gradually losing the character and
vibrancy that it once had. This raises the question of whether conservation policy should
go further to also protect other intangible aspects of Chinatown’s heritage and culture,
such as practices, trades, knowledge and cultural spaces.
In the course of our research, a refrain that often emerged was that the intangible cultural
heritage of Chinatown was under threat due to 1) a perceived loss of community spirit,
2) a perceived loss of authenticity, and 3) a highly competitive real estate market in
Chinatown which has resulted in the displacement of some traditional trades and
businesses. With respect to the last factor, we were unable to obtain sufficiently
representative quantitative data to make specific conclusions about the property market
and the displacement of traditional trades in particular. Nevertheless, our qualitative
research shows that this has been experienced at least by some business owners in Kreta
Ayer. In addition, it has also been pointed out that interactions between government
agencies and other stakeholders such as business owners need to be improved. To
address these issues, there needs to be, in the long term, a revival of interest from the
general Singaporean community in Chinatown not just as a space, but as a place. Without
an interest in the heritage of Chinatown, there is no demand generated for the goods,
services and experiences in Chinatown, which not only affects the level of community
participation in Chinatown, but also the survivability and renewal of businesses there. In
the shorter term, there is a need to help traditional businesses remain relevant so that
they can enhance their competitiveness and continue to thrive in Chinatown.
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To this end, we propose three broad policy measures to be taken by the relevant agencies:
1) Setting up a dedicated statutory heritage trust (by the Government, spearheaded
by Chinatown’s lead agency, the Singapore Tourism Board);
2) Improving the commercial viability of traditional trades and businesses (by the
Singapore Tourism Board and the National Heritage Board, with the involvement
of business owners and the Chinatown Business Association);
3) Revitalising Chinatown to attract the interest of youths (by the Kreta Ayer-Kim
Seng Citizens’ Consultative Committee, or the statutory heritage trust proposed
above, with the involvement of the Ministry of Education, private organisations
and others).
While we consider that the setting up of a heritage trust would be the most
comprehensive proposal, we recognise that its successful implementation would likely
require extensive consultations and feasibility studies, making it the least likely option to
be implemented within the short-term. Thus, our other proposals for improving the
commercial viability of traditional businesses and making Chinatown more attractive to
youths, are measures that the relevant agencies could embark on simultaneously or
alternatively.
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INTRODUCTION
I.

Chinatown – The Stage of Our Story

Chinatown is a historic district located within Singapore’s Central Area, 1 and was
originally conceived by Sir Stamford Raffles to be a settlement for Chinese immigrants.
Each dialect group of the same provincial origin occupied a different sector. 2 Thus, the
Cantonese settled in Temple Street and Mosque Street; the Hokkiens settled in Telok Ayer
Street; and the Teochews settled in South Canal Road and Carpenter Street. 3 The
enduring sense of community and cultural vibrancy that subsequently emerged can still
be detected today, from routine interactions at Chinatown Complex’s wet market to the
hustle and bustle of annual Chinese festivities.
Contrary to its name, however, Chinatown represents a shared, plural and multi-layered
space within which various ethnicities, religions, communities and cultures co-exist. It is
home to the Sri Mariamman Temple, the oldest Hindu temple in Singapore; the Jamae
Mosque (also known as Masjid Chulia), one of Singapore’s oldest mosques; and the Thian
Hock Keng Temple, dedicated to the Chinese deity Mazu. These places of worship, which
date back to the 19th century, remain prominent landmarks of Chinatown to this day.
The historical identity and cultural vibrancy of Chinatown shapes and informs its
intangible cultural heritage – a form of social capital that is part of Singapore’s wealth to
be inherited by future generations.4 While the concept of cultural heritage does not lend
itself easily to crisp definitions, it is inextricably tied to the relationships, social memory
and ways of life of a community that can often span generations. Hence, cultural heritage
is a dynamic asset that evolves over time, as relationships are constantly forged and
collective experiences are gradually accumulated.

See Appendix A.
Turnbull, C. M. (1989). A History of Singapore, 1819-1988. 2nd ed. Singapore: Oxford University Press.
3 Karthigesu, T. and Soo H. W. (2006). Discover Singapore: Heritage Trails. Singapore: National Heritage
Board.
4 Kwok, K. W., C. J. Wee W. L., and Chia, K. (2000). Rethinking Chinatown and Heritage Conservation in
Singapore. Singapore: Singapore Heritage Society, p. 17.
1
2
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Conservation efforts have had a considerable influence on Chinatown’s development over
the years. In 1989, a pilot conservation project in Chinatown was undertaken by the
Government to demonstrate its commitment to conservation, which included the
restoration and reconstruction of shophouses. In addition, between 1989 and 2005,
various sub-districts within Chinatown progressively received conservation status.5
Today, Chinatown is a complex, and perhaps therefore contested, urban landscape that
straddles both the old and the new. Its eclectic mix of traditional and contemporary
offerings,6 ranging from medicinal halls and teahouses to novelty cafes and bars, caters
to a diverse local and tourist population. The time-honoured Teo Chew Book Store in
Upper Cross Street, for example, was founded in 1937 and is now operated by its thirdgeneration owner.7 Meanwhile, Lepark, a newcomer to Chinatown in 2015, operated until
recently8 on the rooftop carpark of People’s Park Complex and branded itself partly as a
“mod-Sin” tapas bar and partly as a multi-purpose event space.9 Chinatown’s inhabitants
(both past and present) and visitors may very well have different understandings of and
expectations for Chinatown as a social, cultural and commercial space, and may thus react
in different ways to the current trajectory of Chinatown’s development.

II.

Our Client & Partner – The Singapore Heritage Society

This Policy Analysis Exercise (PAE) was carried out in partnership with the Singapore
Heritage Society (SHS), a non-profit and non-governmental organisation heavily involved
in heritage conservation in Singapore. Their work is guided by the definition of heritage
as ‘the living presence of the past’, 10 and includes rediscovering forgotten histories;
Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore. Conservation, Chinatown. (Available at:
https://www.ura.gov.sg/uol/conservation/conservation-xml.aspx?id=CNTWN).
6Singapore Tourism Board. Placemaking. (Available at: https://www.stb.gov.sg/about-stb/what-wedo/Pages/Placemaking.aspx?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1).
7 Ho, O. (2017). “Old Bookstores in Singapore Which Have Stood the Test of Time”. The Straits Times,
Singapore. 5 February. (Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/arts/bookstores-that-havestood-the-test-of-time).
8 It ceased operations on 30 September 2017. Leow, D. (2017). “Gastropub Lepark to close end-September”.
Channel NewsAsia. 18 September. (Available at:
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/lifestyle/gastropub-lepark-to-close-end-september-9227884).
9 Fernandez, A. (2016). “Founder of Hip Rooftop Space Lepark Carmen Low Wants to Bring Back the
Kampung Spirit”. Female (magazine), Singapore. 16 March. (Available at:
http://www.femalemag.com.sg/design/founder-of-hip-rooftop-space-lepark-carmen-low-wants-tobring-back-the-kampung-spirit/).
10 Supra, at note 4.
5
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sustaining living heritage; and promoting cultural authenticity and vibrancy. As a
moderate and independent voice for conserving both tangible and intangible heritage,
SHS’s key efforts in research, public education and advocacy also feature collaborations
with various government agencies.
We believe that SHS is in a unique position to advocate for the preservation, promotion
and revitalisation of Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage, as it is well acquainted with
the lay of the land and has long championed cultural authenticity in this historic district.
Moreover, the Government has generally been receptive to moderate civil society groups,
and SHS has built strong working relationships with agencies like the Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA) and the Singapore Tourism Board (STB).
We began our PAE by consulting SHS, in order to gain a better understanding of their
perspective on the issues and challenges in Chinatown. As part of these consultations we
met with tenants in Chinatown, such as the performing arts group Drama Box.
Additionally, we participated in guided field trips and tours hosted by SHS and URA, so as
to experience and appreciate first-hand the environment and demographics extant in
Chinatown. These activities also presented us with the opportunity to have informal
conversations with the owners of long-standing businesses and organisations such as the
Shun Tak Clan Association, which complemented our client consultations.

III.

Problem

Definition

–

Threats

&

Challenges

to

Chinatown’s Cultural Heritage
Our PAE is focused on safeguarding Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage by
addressing its potential threats. The definition of intangible cultural heritage can be
adapted from the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage
(“the Convention”), 11 adopted by the UNESCO General Conference. It refers to the
practices, knowledge, objects and cultural spaces associated with communities and
groups, which individuals recognise as part of their cultural heritage.12 Transmitted from

UNESCO, (2003). The Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage. Article 2.
(Available at: https://ich.unesco.org/en/convention).
12 Ibid.
11
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generation to generation, cultural heritage is constantly recreated by communities in
response to their environment as well as their interaction with nature and history, and it
provides them with a sense of identity and continuity. In this context, the notion of
‘safeguarding’ entails the preservation, promotion and revitalisation of various aspects
of cultural heritage.13 Hence, it is both forward- and backward-looking.
Although Singapore is not a signatory to the Convention, 14 efforts have been made to
safeguard our intangible cultural heritage. For example, the National Heritage Board
(NHB) launched a survey in 2016 to establish a national inventory of Singapore’s
intangible cultural heritage. This survey is expected to be completed by early 2018.15
It should also be noted that Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage cannot be divorced
from the physical spaces within the built environment. After all, a city’s built environment
plays a key role in shaping its character and identity. 16 This relationship between
intangible and tangible heritage was recognised by NHB. Thus, in its 2015 survey on
Singapore’s tangible heritage, NHB judiciously collected information on the intangible
heritage located within the buildings, structures and sites surveyed.17
According to URA, Chinatown comprises four distinct sub-districts as shown in Figure 1:
Kreta Ayer, Telok Ayer, Bukit Pasoh and Tanjong Pagar, 18 each with its own distinct
character and history.

Ibid, Article 3.
The States Parties to the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003).
(Available at: https://ich.unesco.org/en/states-parties-00024).
15 National Heritage Board, Singapore. (2016). “NHB launches survey on intangible cultural heritage”.
(Available at:
http://www.nhb.gov.sg/~/media/nhb/files/media/releases/new%20releases/media%20release%20%20nhb%20launched%20survey%20on%20intangible%20cultural%20heritage.pdf).
16 Koh, M. & Melic, K. (2017). A Historic Heart: How Heritage Districts Can Make Cities More Liveable.
Centre for Liveable Cities, Singapore. (Available at: https://www.clc.gov.sg/documents/books/researchworkshop/2017/a-historic-heart.pdf).
17 National Heritage Board, Singapore. (2015). “NHB embarks on nation-wide survey on tangible heritage”.
(Available at: http://www.nhb.gov.sg/~/media/nhb/files/media/releases/new%20releases/20159.pdf).
18 Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore. Chinatown Historic District. (Available at:
https://www.ura.gov.sg/uol/publications/lifestyle-reads/walking-maps-trails/central/chinatown).
13
14
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Figure 1: Map of Chinatown, adapted from “Chinatown Historic District” (URA).

Figure 2: Map featuring Kreta Ayer, adapted from OneMap.19
19

OneMap. (Available at: https://www.onemap.sg/).
9

For the purposes of this PAE, and in consultation with SHS, we delineated Kreta Ayer as
the geographical boundary within which our research would be focused, as shown in
Figure 2. Indeed, the term Niu Che Shui (牛车水, translated literally as ‘bullock cart
water’), which is often associated synonymously with Chinatown, actually refers to the
sub-district of Kreta Ayer.20 Today, Kreta Ayer is also the site of Chinatown’s Lunar New
Year and Mid-Autumn festive celebrations.21
Furthermore, the issue of safeguarding intangible cultural heritage is also particularly
pertinent in this sub-district, since some observers have suggested that there has been a
“Disneyfication” of Kreta Ayer. 22 In other words, this sub-district’s social fabric was
alleged to have been largely emptied out, with whatever that remains being akin to a
theme park that is make-believe rather than an authentic cultural heritage site. Although
Kreta Ayer is identified by URA as one of the “core areas” of Chinatown23 where stricter
Conservation Guidelines apply,24 these guidelines are primarily related to the physical
infrastructure of Kreta Ayer. There is little guidance as to how Kreta Ayer’s intangible
cultural heritage might be safeguarded, and the Conservation Guidelines generally
appear to focus on tangible forms of heritage.
To safeguard Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage, there are various potential threats
that must be addressed. Gentrification may be one such threat, since Kreta Ayer had
previously been singled out as an example of gentrification in Singapore. 25 Another
potential threat may be the diminishing platforms for social interaction and community
building. For instance, some have suggested that the “ambience” of Chinatown was lost

Ibid, p. 3.
Ibid.
22 Samdin. N. (2017). “Little India’s chaos: Conservation that ‘keeps it real’”. Channel NewsAsia. 15 January.
(Available at: http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/little-india-s-chaos-conservation-thatkeeps-it-real-7579474).
23 Supra at note 5.
24 Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore. (2011). Conservation Guidelines. (Available at:
https://www.ura.gov.sg/uol//media/User%20Defined/URA%20Online/Guidelines/Conservation/ConsGuidelinesMar2017.pdf?la=en).
25 Samdin, N. & Cunico, K. (2017). “Heritage and gentrification: Is there a win-win for neighbourhoods?”
Channel NewsAsia. 19 January. (Available at:
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/heritage-and-gentrification-is-there-a-win-win-forneighbourhood-7573348).
20
21
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after its original residents were resettled to make way for its redevelopment,26 and that
the “sense of community spirit” that prevailed in the past have not been adequately
protected.

27

Equally, the lack of interaction or effective engagement between

stakeholders in Chinatown could threaten its cultural heritage. For example, STB
proposed a multi-million-dollar revitalisation plan for Chinatown in 1998 to integrate
Chinatown into a single themed development.28 However, this plan was heavily criticised
by various stakeholders, and members of the public, through letters to the press,
supported the need for greater consultation with stakeholders in drawing up plans for
Chinatown. 29 Thus, it is worth considering whether existing interactions between
Chinatown’s stakeholders are sufficient to safeguard Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural
heritage. These potential threats will be explored further in the course of our research.
In conducting our research, we were mindful of the complexities that underlie Kreta
Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage. Firstly, as changes to intangible heritage are less
immediately apparent or noticeable than changes to tangible heritage, there is an everpresent danger that threats to intangible cultural heritage are not recognised until it is
too late. Additionally, culture and heritage are inherently dynamic and evolutionary in
nature. Hence, the prospect of change is inevitable and the difficulty lies in differentiating
between the organic evolution of cultural heritage and artificial barriers to that evolution.
Yet another layer of complexity lies in how change may be received by different
stakeholders. Some are likely to embrace change more readily than others. Safeguarding
Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage will therefore require a keen understanding of
the expectations that various communities may have for Chinatown, as well as constant
negotiations between contested narratives of how intangible cultural heritage should be
preserved and promoted.

Low, S. P. & Wong, S. (1997). “Post-construction analysis of the Chinatown pilot conservation project in
Singapore”. Facilities, 15 (1/2), pp. 12-17.
27 Ibid.
28 Kong, L. (2011). Conserving the past, creating the future: Urban heritage in Singapore. Singapore: Urban
Redevelopment Authority, p. 92.
29 Ibid, p. 95.
26
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
I.

Outline of the Research Process

Our research methodology for this PAE involved the following stages:
 First, we sought to identify, define and frame the potential threats to Chinatown’s
intangible cultural heritage;
 Second, we developed an analytical framework to guide our analysis and policy
recommendations;
 Third, we conducted an in-depth literature review to obtain a deeper
understanding of gentrification as a threat to Chinatown’s intangible cultural
heritage as well as the policy options available;
 Fourth, we conducted semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders in
Chinatown to obtain a qualitative understanding of their roles in and views on this
historic district;
 Fifth, we collected data on Kreta Ayer to measure the changes associated with
gentrification in quantitative terms;
 Sixth, we developed a set of criteria to evaluate various policy options;
 Seventh, we proposed recommendations to preserve, promote and revitalise the
intangible cultural heritage of Chinatown.

II.

Literature Review

An in-depth literature review was conducted to acquire a deeper understanding of the
following questions:
 What is gentrification?
 What are the intersections between gentrification and heritage conservation that
apply to Chinatown?
 What options might be available to mitigate the negative effects of gentrification,
while safeguarding intangible cultural heritage?

12

III.

Interviews

To gain a qualitative understanding of the roles and views of key stakeholders in
Chinatown, we conducted semi-structured interviews and selected our interviewees
based on their relevant authority, experience or expertise. We had initially contemplated
focus group discussions as an alternative qualitative research method. However, due to
the complex interplay of relationships and dynamics between various stakeholders in
Chinatown, participants might be reluctant to express their views candidly in such a
setting. Hence, we did not pursue focus group discussions and instead hoped to obtain a
greater diversity of viewpoints directly from individual interviewees. The full list of
interviewees and our findings are set out in the section “Stakeholder Engagement –
Interview Findings” below.

IV.

Data Collection

Originally, we had planned to survey tenants in Kreta Ayer on rental prices, so as to collect
primary data that would shed light on the existence, scale or pace of gentrification in
Chinatown. However, this proved to be an extremely difficult task, as tenants were
unwilling to disclose such sensitive commercial information. As a result, we adopted a
different approach and instead focused on displacement as an indicator of gentrification.
Leveraging on data previously collected by SHS, which recorded the tenants operating or
occupying units in Kreta Ayer, we proceeded to map this sub-district once more. By
comparing past data to the current state of affairs, we sought to sharpen our
understanding of how businesses – especially traditional trades – might be displaced over
time as a result of gentrification.
We also conducted secondary research on property prices in Kreta Ayer using research
tools and information available on EdgeProp.sg, which collates historical data on resale
and rental transactions in Chinatown. Our findings are summarised in Appendix B.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review aims to discern the definition(s) of gentrification, the interactions
between gentrification and heritage conservation, and possible policy options to mitigate
the negative effects of gentrification. It begins by examining traditional definitions, which
tend to focus on residential displacement, before turning to commercial gentrification –
in particular, the relationship between commercial gentrification, heritage conservation
and tourism. Lastly, it analyses heritage trusts as a policy option for heritage
conservation, and considers the case study of Hong Kong’s Lord Wilson Heritage Trust.

I.

Definitions of Gentrification

Gentrification studies have typically been contextualised in Anglo-American analyses,
beginning with Ruth Glass’ definition that refers specifically to the entry of middle class
residents into neighbourhoods traditionally occupied by the working class in London – a
process which would eventually culminate in the social spaces of the lower class
transforming into spaces for the upper class.

30

In this context, gentrification is

spearheaded by emerging middle class households purchasing and rehabilitating rundown houses, causing property values and rentals to rise as even more affluent residents
move in and do the same. Thus, they directly displace the original working-class residents
through evictions, or contribute to the latter’s inability to cope with rising housing prices
and rentals brought about by the growing affluence of the neighbourhood. 31 This is
considered to be the most traditional and easily recognisable form of gentrification.32
Subsequently, academics and commentators have argued for a broader and more flexible
definition to explain new forms of gentrification. For instance, Smith and Williams
identified that the so-called “second wave” of gentrification involves the particular
characteristic of economic decline and a loss of population in older inner-cities,

Glass, R. (1964). London: aspects of change. London: MacGibbon & Kee.
Ibid, cited in Moore, R. (2013). Understanding ‘Gentrification’ in Southeast and East Asia.
Interdisciplinary Studies Journal 13 (Special Issue), Mahidol University.
32 Lees, L. (2003). Super-gentrification: The case of Brooklyn Heights, New York City. Urban Studies,
40(12), pp. 2487-2509 cited in Liang, Z.-X. & Bao J.-G. (2015). Tourism gentrification in Shenzhen, China:
causes and socio-spatial consequences, Tourism Geographies: An International Journal of Tourism Space,
Place and Environment.
30
31
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predominantly in North-Eastern America and Western Europe. 33 Planners were thus
motivated to seek out public and private partnerships in order to bring the middle class
back to inner-cities’ housing, so as to achieve social, economic, and urban revitalization.34
A “third wave” of gentrification, or “contemporary” gentrification, has been identified
since the mid-1990s.35 It integrates theories regarding global systems of finance and real
estate to explain the occurrence of gentrification in many cities and countries around the
world. Also, it is not limited to inner-cities, with evidence demonstrating gentrification in
suburban and rural areas as well.36 State authorities, private developers and many other
actors are involved in this phenomenon. For instance, gentrifiers are typically rich and
belong to the class of professionals, whose activities are aided by the state and/or private
developers.37 While gentriﬁcation may be market-led, state agencies can play a crucial
role in facilitating the phenomenon through direct funding, subsidies or re-zoning.38
Following decades of gentrification research that focused on residential changes, the
concept of “commercial” gentrification has recently emerged. This was the result of
growing research into the commercial dynamics of gentrification, such as those that
enable “recreation, consumption, production and pleasure”. 39 For instance, gentrifiers
may be independent entrepreneurs with distinctive cultural sensibilities, operating small
local chains or individually owned stores “with a recognizably hip, chic, or trendy
atmosphere, offering innovative or value-added products such as designer items or
clothing and gourmet food”.40 They may have been drawn to a neighbourhood due to its

Smith, N. & Williams, P. (1986). Gentriﬁcation of the city. Boston, MA: Allen & Unwin.
Ibid.
35 Hackworth, J., & Smith, N. (2001). The changing state of gentriﬁcation. Tijdschrift voor economische en
sociale geograﬁe, 92(4), pp. 464-477.
36 Supra, at note 31, citing Smith, N., & Defilippis, J. (1999). The Reassertion of Economics: 1990s
Gentrification in the Lower East Side. International Journal of Urban & Regional Research, 23(4), p. 638
and Phillips, M. (2002). The production, symbolization and socialization of gentrification: impressions
from two Berkshire villages. Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 27(3), pp. 282-308.
37 Ibid.
38 Wang, S. (2011). Commercial Gentrification and Entrepreneurial Governance in Shanghai: A Case Study of
Taikang Road Creative Cluster. Taylor & Francis. (Available at:
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08111146.2011.598226), citing Hackworth, J., & Smith,
N. (2001) supra at note 35.
39 Ibid, citing Smith, N. (2002). New globalism, new urbanism: gentriﬁcation as global urban strategy,
Antipode, 34(3), p. 443.
40 Zukin, S., Trujillo, V., Frase, P., Jackson, D., Recuber, T. & Walker, A. (2009). New retail capital and
neighborhood change: boutiques and gentriﬁcation in New York City, City and Community, 8, pp. 47–64.
33
34
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affordability or other perceived cultural or economic opportunities. They may operate
stylish commercial areas which serve as public spaces for afﬂuent residential gentriﬁers,
thereby fulﬁlling their material needs and satisfying their appreciation of social and
cultural capital.41 In the specific context of neighbourhoods with a cultural or heritage
character, commercial gentrification may also be facilitated by the adaptive reuse of
historic dwellings for upscale shopping, dining and culture.42 Given that the Government
in Singapore has promoted the adaptive reuse of conserved buildings in a heritage and
tourism district like Chinatown, 43 it is apposite to examine, in the following section,
studies which have analysed the intersections between tourism, heritage conservation
and commercial gentrification.

II.

Commercial Gentrification, Heritage Conservation &
Tourism

There are several notable resemblances between heritage conservation and urban
redevelopment in Shanghai, China, and Singapore’s development of Chinatown from the
1980s to 2000s. Heritage was considered by Shanghai’s officials to be an important
cultural and economic resource, and in their view conservation could be aligned with
“development”.44 Market-oriented mechanisms and property developers were expected
to (and did) play a prominent role in the restoration of protected buildings. 45 Shanghai
was an international hub and an attractive destination for wealthy business-people,
professionals and investors (both foreign and local) – many of whom bore an
appreciation for historic dwellings. 46 Against this backdrop, the authorities were less
interested in social preservation, as evidenced in their willingness to allow the
displacement of original residents for “the revalorisation of heritage”.47 This resulted in
a market for the acquisition, rehabilitation and occupation of high-quality historic

Ibid.
Supra at note 38.
43 Centre for Liveable Cities, Singapore. (2015). Planning for Tourism: Creating a Vibrant Singapore, Urban
System Studies (1st ed.), Ministry of National Development, Singapore.
44 Supra at note 38.
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
41
42
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dwellings by high-income tenants, along with a strong rental market as well. 48 The
Shanghai authorities, seeking to reconcile heritage with development, had allowed
historical neighbourhoods to be repackaged as “aestheticised settings for cultural
production and consumption”, thereby resulting in commercial gentriﬁcation. 49 Given
rising societal afﬂuence, artists, creative ﬁrms and small, independent businesses were
increasingly attracted to the historical and aesthetic character of older neighbourhoods.
These actors upgraded and infused the built environment with greater aesthetic appeal
and cultural distinction, and reshaped public perceptions. As other opportunists,
investors and visitors were attracted to these areas, the process of commercialisation was
accelerated and property prices as well as rents rose.50 In sum, these useful observations
regarding commercial gentrification could be adopted to ascertain if gentrification is
indeed a threat to Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage.
A different study on Shenzhen, China, discussed gentrification in the context of tourism.
“Tourism gentrification” is considered to be the result of historical preservation and realestate investment, where the latter coincides with the rise of the tourism industry. 51
According to the study, tourism gentrification in historical areas of China is “part of a
mode of landscape renovation and historic recovery that includes the construction of
consumption spaces and real-estate development[s] around [such] historical areas”.52
Given the foregoing, the study considered that gentrification in the context of tourism can
be understood as incorporating the specific elements of (1) tourism development or
investment; (2) demographic changes; (3) development of physical infrastructure,
landscapes or facilities; and (4) culture or lifestyle shifts.53
Admittedly, the renovations of physical spaces, shifts in culture or lifestyle, and increases
in the number of consumption spaces (such as clubs, bars, shopping centres, hotels,

Supra at note 38, citing that in 2008, a refurnished two-bedroom lane house could cost upwards of
US$1,700/ month, while a 300m2 villa in a popular neighbourhood could yield rentals of
US$14,000/month.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Liang, Z.-X. & Bao J.-G. (2015): Tourism gentrification in Shenzhen, China: causes and socio-spatial
consequences, Tourism Geographies: An International Journal of Tourism Space, Place and Environment.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
48
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theme parks, and restaurants), 54 could be seen as features not only of tourism
development but also of commercial gentrification. Thus, it appears that there are
significant similarities between commercial gentrification and tourism gentrification in
academic literature,55 but for the fact that tourism is regarded in the Shenzhen study as
the main driving force behind gentrification and its associated economic, social, cultural
and lifestyle transformations. Therefore, when examining commercial gentrification in
the local context of Chinatown, we would focus on aspects such as (1) tourism
development or investment; (2) demographic changes; (3) development of physical
infrastructure, landscapes or facilities; and (4) culture or lifestyle shifts.56

III.

Analysis of Heritage Trusts

In our meetings with SHS, it was suggested that we explore community land trusts (CLTs)
or other models of property ownership as a means to enhance local conservation efforts
and address the perceived threat of gentrification in Chinatown. Our research has shown
that this suggestion was not made in vacuo. My Community, a registered local charity
which champions community heritage, 57 had similarly advocated for the creation of a
place-based “strong institutional framework to coordinate, control and resolve issues and
challenges with heritage conservation and development in Queenstown”.58 The rationale
for this was that “heritage issues are often intrinsic to the context of the local
community”, and establishing an “all-encompassing agency without public participation
may not be well advised”.59 Hence, My Community proposed that:60
“An independent and properly financed institution modelled after UK
National Trust can be enacted to conserve, manage and operate
Singapore’s built heritage. The institution should be empowered to gazette
Ibid, citing Phillips, M. (2005). Differential productions of rural gentriﬁcation: Illustrations from North
and South Norfolk. Geoforum, 36(4), pp. 477-494; Zukin, S. (1990). Socio-spatial prototypes of a new
organization of consumption: The role of real cultural capital. Sociology, 24(1), pp. 37-56.
55 For example, the characteristics of commercial revitalization, historical preservation, the protection of
neighborhood integrity, living environment improvement, street and square theming, architectural
restoration, and the transformation of buildings.
56 Supra at note 51.
57 My Community, Queenstown Conservation Area. (Available at:
http://www.mycommunity.org.sg/championing-community-heritage/conservation-area-1.html).
58 My Community, Queenstown Conservation Paper 2014. (Available at:
http://www.mycommunity.org.sg/images/stories/publications/brochures/QueenstownConservationPa
per.pdf).
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
54
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heritage buildings for conservation, properly financed to carry out
restoration works and possess the necessary professional expertise to
conduct impact assessment studies.
A local unit of the institution, My Queenstown Heritage Council, made up of
representatives from existing government agencies and civic groups,
conservation professionals, citizens and other stakeholders, can be
pioneered in Queenstown to oversee matters relating to heritage
conservation ... The Council will also manage a Trust Fund, which is
established to fund education, research and other activities relating to
history and heritage. A successful heritage council made up of
government officials and the civic society can bridge the gaps in the system
and allow for greater cohesion and connection in resolving heritage issues.
A successful heritage council in Queenstown can also serve as a prototype
for other estates.”
Although My Community’s proposal was not taken up by URA, it received the support of
over 2,500 residents. 61 Prima facie, this indicates a degree of public acceptance of a
community heritage institution (albeit in the context of Queenstown), which may be
worth re-examining in light of recent developments. As announced by Ms. Grace Fu,
Minister for Culture, Community and Youth, NHB will be rolling out a Heritage Plan for
Singapore in 2018 following the conclusion of the national intangible cultural heritage
survey. The Heritage Plan is expected to be a comprehensive and holistic national
blueprint for Singapore’s heritage, purportedly borne out of a “strong interest … by
Singaporeans and communities”. 62 If the authorities are willing to consider novel
strategies and initiatives that have garnered community support, introducing a heritage
trust may be plausible within the framework of the Heritage Plan for the next five years
from 2018 to 2022, if not in the long-term for 2030 and beyond.
Given the foregoing, our subsequent analysis focuses on trusts as institutions broadly
responsible for heritage management, including statutory bodies such as Hong Kong’s
Lord Wilson Heritage Trust.63 CLTs, on the other hand, were not examined further since
they are primarily used to address the problem of affordable housing – an issue less

Supra, at note 57.
National Heritage Board, Singapore. “Heritage Plan for Singapore”. (Available at:
https://www.nhb.gov.sg/about-us/heritage-plan-for-singapore).
63 Lord Wilson Heritage Trust. (Available at: https://www.lordwilsonheritagetrust.org.hk/en/introduction/intro.html).
61
62
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relevant to heritage conservation specifically. This conclusion followed our review of the
Australian Community Land Trust Manual produced by the University of Western Sydney
(“the Manual”),64 the UK House of Commons Briefing Paper on Community Land Trusts65
and other materials. The Manual was conceived to provide comprehensive tools for CLTs
in Australia, drawing upon the experiences of the US and the UK, and defines a CLT as:66
“[A]n organisation that provides ongoing affordable housing and other
community benefits, usually set up as a private non-profit community
organisation.”
In the UK, the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 provides that a “community land trust”
refers to a corporate body which satisfies the following conditions:67
(1) Condition 1 is that the body is established for the express purpose of
furthering the social, economic and environmental interests of a local
community 68 by acquiring and managing land and other assets in
order—
(a) to provide a benefit to the local community, and
(b) to ensure that the assets are not sold or developed except in a
manner which the trust's members think benefits the local
community.
(2) Condition 2 is that the body is established under arrangements which
are expressly designed to ensure that—
(a) any profits from its activities will be used to benefit the local
community (otherwise than by being paid directly to members),
(b) individuals who live or work in the specified area have the
opportunity to become members of the trust (whether or not others
can also become members), and
(c) the members of a trust control it.

Crabtree, L., Blunden, H., Phibbs, P., Sappideen, C., Mortimer, D., Shahib-Smith, A., Chung, L. (2013). “The
Australian Community Land Trust Manual”, the University of Western Sydney, New South Wales.
(Available at:
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/600567/Australian_CLT_Manual.pdf).
65 Wilson, W. (2017). Briefing Paper Number 4903, Community Land Trusts. House of Commons Library.
(Available at: http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN04903).
66 Supra at note 64, para 2.1.
67 Housing and Regeneration Act 2008, UK, Part 2, Chapter 1, Section 79 (English bodies).
68 Ibid, Sub-section 3: “local community” refers to “the individuals who live or work, or want to live or
work, in a specified area”.
64
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This definition places CLTs within the category of community housing providers, often as
non-profit organisations.69 The most notable features of CLTs include:
 The acquisition of land through donations or purchases, long-term stewardship of
the land, and provision of affordable housing through long-term leases to resident
homeowners or at restricted resale prices;70 and
 Membership in CLTs typically follow an open, place-based system, with the Board
of Directors comprising residents, community leaders and public representatives
in a self-governing community.71
CLTs, therefore, mainly address the issue of classical gentrification as discussed above.
By enhancing community involvement, producing and preserving affordable housing,
and stabilizing neighbourhoods, CLTs could counteract the negative effects of
gentrification, such as the displacement of low-income households amidst rising property
values in a neighbourhood. However, given our focus on threats to Chinatown’s intangible
cultural heritage and hence the relevance of commercial gentrification, we proceeded to
examine heritage trusts instead. Potentially, these institutions would be able to carry out
a greater number of heritage-related functions using trust assets while possessing
features similar to CLTs, including community involvement as well as property
acquisition and ownership.
1. Framework for Analysing Heritage Trusts
Given that heritage trusts may come in diverse forms with a multitude of functions and
responsibilities, having a framework to analyse key characteristics of heritage trusts
would be useful. Such a framework can be found in the final report of a study on setting
up a statutory heritage trust in Hong Kong, commissioned by the Hong Kong

Supra, at note 64.
Choi, M., Zandt, S. V., & Matarrita-Cascante, D. (2017): Can community land trusts slow gentrification?,
Journal of Urban Affairs; Curtin, J. F., & Bocarsly, L. (2008). CLTs: A growing trend in affordable home
ownership. Journal of Affordable Housing & Community Development Law, 17, pp. 367–394; Gray, K. A.
(2008). Community land trusts in the United States. Journal of Community Practice, 16, pp. 65–78;
Paterson, E., & Dunn, M. (2009). Perspectives on utilising community land trusts as a vehicle for
affordable housing provision. Local Environment, 14, pp. 749–764.
71 Choi, M., Zandt, S. V., & Matarrita-Cascante, D. (2017): Can community land trusts slow gentrification?,
Journal of Urban Affairs.
69
70
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Development Bureau (“the Trust Study”). 72 This study was commissioned to review
heritage management and conservation challenges in Hong Kong, and to assess the
feasibility of implementing an additional statutory heritage trust alongside the existing
Lord Wilson Heritage Trust (LWHT). 73 Although the Hong Kong Government has not
implemented the Trust Study’s recommendations to establish such a trust, the guiding
questions comprising “3Rs” are helpful to our assessment of trust structures. They are:74
 Remit – What should be the extent of a heritage trust’s remit?
 Responsibilities – Which key responsibilities should be handled by a heritage
trust within its allotted remit?
 Resources – What resources should a heritage trust have at its disposal so that it
may discharge its responsibilities effectively and efficiently?
Using these guiding questions, the Trust Study populated the framework with the key
components to be considered in a heritage trust,75 which we adapted in Table 1 below:

Remit

The “3Rs”

Key Components

Explanation

Functional Remit

To what extent should the trust have powers to define its
own scope of operation?

Geographical Remit

Should the trust’s remit include the entire country or
merely some areas within it?

Responsibility

Policy-Making

Should the trust be responsible for formulating policy?

Identification of
Heritage Assets

Should the trust have a role in identifying heritage sites
or assets?

Heritage
Safeguarding

What should the trust be allowed to do in relation to
safeguarding heritage?

Conservation of
Public Properties

How much responsibility should the trust have to
conserve public properties?

Conservation of
Private Properties

How much responsibility should the trust have to
conserve private properties?

GHK (Hong Kong) Ltd & Boyden Management Consulting. (2013). “Study on the Feasibility, Framework
and Implementation Plan for Setting up a Statutory Heritage Trust in Hong Kong Final Report”. (Available
at: https://www.devb.gov.hk/filemanager/en/content_31/EngFullRep.pdf).
73 Ibid, p. 3.
74 Ibid, p. 32.
75 Ibid, p. 33.
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Resources

Public Awareness
and Education

How much responsibility should the trust have to
promote public awareness and education?

Research and
Technical

How much responsibility should the trust have to carry
out research and technical studies in the field of heritage
conservation?

International
Networking

How much responsibility should the trust have to engage
in international networking? E.g. liaising with foreign
national trusts and heritage organisations.

Land and Property
Holding

Should the trust hold land and property, and if so, what
powers should it have relating to land and property?

Financial
Independence

Should the trust be self-financing?

Staffing

Should the trust have its own staff?

Constituency and
Public Support

Should the trust be reliant on membership or
sponsorship?

Table 1: “3Rs” framework for analysing heritage trusts.

With this framework in mind, we proceeded to analyse the LWHT in Hong Kong.
However, it should be noted that not all of the components in Table 1 are applicable to
the LWHT. Hence, reference to these components will only be made where relevant.
We had selected the LWHT as our case study because of the similarities between Hong
Kong and Singapore. Both were former British colonies which experienced rapid
economic growth, possess strong free market principles, and face competing demands
between conservation and development. Moreover, the Trust Study comprehensively
analysed four heritage organisations in Australia, Canada and the UK, in addition to
drawing insights from other heritage organisations in Asia. 76 Thus, we took the
opportunity to focus on the LWHT as a prime example of an existing statutory heritage
trust with nearly 25 years of experience in heritage conservation in Hong Kong.

The four main case studies were: The National Trust of Australia (New South Wales), Heritage Canada
Foundation, UK National Trust, and English Heritage. In addition, the GHK Team drew insights from the
following Asian heritage organisations: Kyomachiya Revitalisation Study Group in Japan, Taipei Heritage
Conservation and Development Trust Fund, National Trust of Korea, Singapore Conservation Advisory
Panel and Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage. Supra, at note 72, p. 11.
76
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2. Case Study: Hong Kong’s Lord Wilson Heritage Trust
(a) Remit
The LWHT is a statutory body established in 1992 following the enactment of an
ordinance bearing the same name (“the Ordinance”).77 Its functional and geographical
remits are provided in the Ordinance, which states that the objectives of the Trust are the
preservation and conservation of the human heritage of Hong Kong.78 This suggests that
the LWHT has a wide functional remit that goes beyond merely taking directions from
the Government.79 Although the LWHT’s work comprises mainly of organising activities
and providing funding to community organisations and individuals, 80 it has greater
powers to define its own aims and activities in relation to the management of heritage
while promoting the objectives of the Trust.81 This arrangement provides flexibility to a
trust as an independent organisation, while ensuring that the trust assets, as endowed by
the government and donors, would go towards promoting the objectives of the trust.
(b) Responsibilities
Expanding upon the functional remit outlined earlier, the LWHT may promote its
objectives through any or all of the following means as provided in the Ordinance:82
 Identification, restoration and refurbishment of relics, antiquities and monuments
and of other historical, archaeological and palaeontological objects, sites or
structures in Hong Kong;
 The provision of facilities at antiquities and monuments and at historical and
archaeological sites or structures in order to assist public access to and
appreciation of such sites or structures;
 The aural, visual and written recording of sites of historic interest, traditional
ceremonies and other aspects of the human heritage of Hong Kong;

Lord Wilson Heritage Trust. (2005). Board Paper: Memorandum for Members of the Antiquities Advisory
Board. (Available at: http://www.aab.gov.hk/form/lord_wilson_en.pdf).
78 Lord Wilson Heritage Trust Ordinance (Cap. 425), Hong Kong, Section 3 (Establishment of the Trust).
(Available at:
http://www.blis.gov.hk/blis_pdf.nsf/CurAllEngDoc/3B429199766F8662482575EF0006AC07/$FILE/CA
P_425_e_b5.pdf).
79 Ibid, Section 8 (Functions and powers of the Council).
80 From its inception and up till 31 March 2017, the Trust has funded and supported 222 approved
community projects to the tune of about HKD55.15 million. The Lord Wilson Heritage Trust, Projects.
(Available at: https://www.lordwilson-heritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/index.html)
81 Supra, at note 78. Section 8(1)(vii) (Functions and powers of the Council).
82 Ibid.
77
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 The publication of books, papers and periodicals, and the production of tapes,
discs and other articles relating to the objectives of the LWHT;
 The holding of exhibitions and conferences relating to the objectives of the LWHT;
 Educational activities which will increase public awareness of and interest in the
human heritage of Hong Kong; and
 Any other activities which will promote the objectives of the LWHT.
In general, the LWHT does not formulate official government policy. Instead, it supports
activities concerning the identification of heritage sites and assets, and its role in relation
to safeguarding heritage involves mainly the provision of funding and research grants for
a wide range of activities including restoration, 83 mapping, 84 research, 85 publication 86
and exhibitions. 87 In providing funding, the LWHT takes on a more supportive role
whereby the community serves as the focal point for various projects – an option worth
considering in the local context.
However, the Ordinance does not expressly limit the Trust to the provision of financial
support, which suggests that a more active role in organising activities may also be
plausible through a committed volunteer base. There are, after all, restrictions
concerning the employment and retention of full-time paid staff that will be discussed in
the following section.

E.g. a grant was awarded to the World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong for their project, “Restoration
of a traditionally managed gei wai at the Mai Po Nature Reserve”. (Available at: https://www.lordwilsonheritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/project_listing/project_details/27-9-35-1.html).
84 E.g. a grant was awarded to DOCOMOMO Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Institute of Architectural
Conservationists for their project, “Mapping Architectural Modernism in Hong Kong”. (Available at:
https://www.lordwilson-heritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/project_listing/project_details/10-224.html).
85 E.g. a grant was awarded to the Working Group on Heritage, The University of Hong Kong for their
project, “Study of the three water supplies historic buildings at the Hong Kong University Centennial Campus
Site”. (Available at:
https://www.lordwilson-heritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/project_listing/project_details/10-159.html).
86 E.g. a grant was awarded to the Centre for Advancement of Chinese Language Education and Research,
Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong for their project, “Bamboo Shed Cantonese Opera
Education and Publication Project”. (Available at:
https://www.lordwilson-heritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/project_listing/project_details/10-182.html).
87 E.g. a grant was awarded to St Stephen’s College for their Project, “St Stephen's College Heritage Gallery Exhibition and Heritage Conservation”. (Available at:
https://www.lordwilson-heritagetrust.org.hk/en/projects/project_listing/project_details/10-180.html).
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(c) Resources
Staffing
The LWHT is only empowered to employ staff in an advisory capacity or to manage the
investment of the Trust assets or property. 88 Therefore, the Trust’s organisation
structure is essentially comprised of the Board of Trustees and the Council.89
The main functions of the Board of Trustees are to manage the investment of the Trust
assets and to take responsibility for related financial matters, thereby ensuring that
steady income streams will be generated to finance the LWHT's activities. The Board also
decides on broad policy matters and gives direction on how the objectives of the LWHT
should be met. 90 The Council, on the other hand, is concerned with executing the
decisions of the Board and implementing activities for promoting heritage preservation
and conservation within the financial and policy parameters set by the Board.91
Members of the Board of Trustees and the Council of the LWHT are appointed by the Chief
Executive for 2-year terms.92 The current chairman of the Board is Mr. David Fong ManHung, who is the managing director of Hip Shing Hong Group – one of the largest unlisted
property developers in Hong Kong. In addition to his considerable private sector
experience, he holds several public appointments in the areas of socio-economic
development, education, and social services.93 The Council is headed by Professor Ho Puiyin, an academic and historian who serves as director of the Lee Woo Sing Hong Kong
History Resource Centre, amongst other public roles in culture and history.94
Supra at note 78, Section 9 (Employment of advisors and other staff).
Ibid, Section 4 (Establishment of the Board of Trustees); Section 7 (Establishment of the Council).
90 Ibid, Section 5 (Application of the Trust assets); Section 6 (Additional powers of the Board of Trustees).
91 Ibid, Section 8 (Functions and powers of the Council).
92 Ibid, Section 4 (Establishment of the Board of Trustees); Section 7 (Establishment of the Council); the
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. (2017). Press Releases. (Available at:
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201706/09/P2017060800783.htm).
93 Mr. Fong is a member of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference, and the Standing Committee of the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce. He is
Vice-Chairman of the Hong Kong Chinese General Chamber of Commerce, Chairman of Hong Kong
Strategy, a director of the Friends of Hong Kong Association, a council member of Hong Kong Committee
for UNICEF, and a member of the Advisory Committee on the Revitalisation of Historic Buildings, and the
Social Welfare Advisory Committee. He was appointed Justice of the Peace in 2008 and was awarded the
Bronze Bauhinia Star in 2011 by the HKSAR government. Yau, K. KW. (2013). Citation: Honorary Fellow
Mr. David Fong Man-hung. (Available at: http://www.cityu.edu.hk/cityu/about/honorary/2013honfellow/citation_e_David.pdf).
94 Prof. Ho Pui Yin is also Non-Executive Director at the Hong Kong Urban Renewal Authority; Honorary
Advisor of the Hong Kong War Memorial Pensions Advisory Committee, and Museum Expert Advisor at
88
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The leadership of the Board of Trustees and Council suggests that representatives with
experience in the private sector help to foster the necessary ‘private sector approach’ to
managing a trust that holds substantial amounts of public money and property,
generating income and reducing costs, while academics with expertise in history and
other fields provide the necessary understanding of heritage issues. Pertinently, the
substantial experience that both Mr. Fong and Professor Ho have with public involvement
enhance their ability to advance the objectives of the Trust for the public good. This
perception of the Trust’s leaders as independent stewards is also reinforced by the fact
that the Board and Council members do not receive any income from the LWHT,95 save
for reasonable travelling and accommodation expenses of members who are not resident
in Hong Kong and who are required to travel to Hong Kong for the purpose of attending
any Board or Council meetings. 96 This is considered to be a “typical” arrangement, as
noted in the Trust Study.97
Another notable aspect is the inclusion of government representatives on the Board and
Council, with the Secretary for Home Affairs having a position on the Board,98 and the
Director of Architectural Services, Secretary for Education and Manpower, and the
Deputy Secretary for Home Affairs having positions on the Council. 99 This helps to
maintain links between the Trust’s activities and public policies and programs, ensure
that the Hong Kong Government is fully informed of the Trust’s work, and facilitate the
provision of administrative support if necessary.100
Financial Independence
With respect to funding, the LWHT is, at present, entirely self-sufficient on donations and
income streams from investing its trust assets. In 1993, the Board decided that a
professional fund manager should be appointed to invest the LWHT’s assets. A Fund

the Leisure and Cultural Services Department of Hong Kong. Shaw College, the Chinese University of Hong
Kong. (Available at:
http://www.shaw.cuhk.edu.hk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=86%3Aprof-ho-puiyin-director-of-lee-woo-sing-hong-kong-history-resource-centre&catid=61&Itemid=145&lang=en).
95 Supra at note 78, Section 15 (No distribution of profits).
96 Ibid, Section 10 (Payment of fees and expenses).
97 Supra at note 72.
98 Supra note 78, Section 4 (Establishment of the Board of Trustees).
99 Supra at note 78, Section 7 (Establishment of the Council).
100 Supra at note 72.
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Management Committee was formed to consider investment proposals from prospective
fund management companies, and the founding sum of HKD43 million was used to
establish an investment portfolio for the LWHT. The current fund manager is Coutts & Co
Ltd, and its responsibilities are to invest the LWHT’s assets prudently, with the objectives
of preserving those assets, producing a steady source of income and achieving the longterm appreciation of those assets.101
Apart from investing the initial government endowment, the LWHT gained a significant
source of donations through its partnership with Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd (SCB).
SCB launched a Heritage Credit Card scheme in 1998 with an initial donation of
HKD200,000 to the LWHT, with an additional contribution of HKD20 for each credit card
issued.102 It also pledged to donate 0.25% of every dollar cardholders spent using the
Heritage Credit Cards. This brought in a substantial sum of HKD1,727,134 from 1998 to
2016,103 which is significant considering the total donations received by the LWHT since
its inception (approximately HKD47 million as of 2016). 104 Their experience suggests
that long-term collaborations with private organisations on a visible heritage funding
scheme may be a viable option, in addition to building up a list of donors and patrons who
make significant one-off or cumulative donations.105

The Lord Wilson Heritage Trust. 2015-2016 Annual Report. (Available at: https://www.lordwilsonheritagetrust.org.hk/filemanager/archive/annual_reports/15-16.pdf).
102 Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government Information Services. (1998). “Daily
Information Bulletin”. 11 January. (Available at: http://www.info.gov.hk/isd/news/dib/0111.htm).
103 Respectively, the sums are: HKD368,611 in 1998-1999; HKD132,733 in 2000-2001; HKD94,458 in
2001-2002; HKD103,654 in 2002-2003; HKD102,450 in 2003-2004; HKD83,793 in 2004-2005;
HKD88,662 in 2005-2006; HKD136,460 in 2006-2007; HKD82,494 in 2007-2008; HKD75,223 in 20082009; HKD76,071 in 2009-2010; HKD57,241 in 2010-2011; HKD98,998 in 2011-2012; HKD74,293 in
2012-2013; HKD57,940 in 2013-2014; HKD49,726 in 2014-2015; and HKD44,327 in 2015-2016. The
Lord Wilson Heritage Trust Annual Reports. (Available at: https://www.lordwilsonheritagetrust.org.hk/en/publication/publication.html); Archives. (Available at: https://www.lordwilsonheritagetrust.org.hk/en/archives/archives.html).
104 Supra at note 101.
105 NHB has built a long list of Donors and Patrons comprising the following:
(a) 1 Patron (who cumulatively contributed between $1 million to $1,999,999 per year);
(b) 10 Partners (who cumulatively contributed between $150,000 to $999,999 per year),
(c) 16 friends (who cumulatively contributed between $50,000 to $149,999 per year),
(d) 40 supporters (who cumulatively contributed between $10,000 to $49,999 per year),
(e) An unknown number of donors who requested to remain anonymous.
Strategic Communications & Digital Division, National Heritage Board, Singapore. “A Bigger Picture Annual Report 2016/2017”. (Available at:
https://www.nhb.gov.sg/~/media/nhb/files/media/annual%20reports/ar_2017_s_pdf_a.pdf).
101
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Property Ownership
The Ordinance grants the LWHT a broad range of powers in relation to the acquisition of
and autonomy over property, which permits the Trust to take on more ambitious roles
and responsibilities regarding the conservation and appropriate use of any such
properties. Section 6 of the Ordinance expressly provides that:106
“The Board of Trustees may –
… acquire, by gift, purchase or other means, property whether or not
subject to any mortgage, easement or other charge, and hold and sell, let
or otherwise dispose of such property either for promoting the objects of
the Trust or for the purpose of investment.”
While the LWHT is presently focused on funding research and education, and does not
hold any properties, it is not precluded by the broad provisions of the Ordinance from
acquiring property or accepting gifts of property.
3. Conclusion on Heritage Trusts
In conclusion, the Trust Study’s “3Rs” framework (remit, responsibilities and resources)
provided valuable insights with which the LWHT was analysed. While this framework will
undoubtedly be applicable to the formulation of policy options to safeguard Chinatown’s
intangible cultural heritage, it could also have a broader application to policymaking
regarding local heritage conservation in general.
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Supra at note 78, Section 6 (Additional powers of the Board of Trustees).
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ANALYTICAL FRAM EWORK
The framework devised to analyse the threats to Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage
as well as evaluate policy options should fulfil the following:
 Articulate what is meant by intangible cultural heritage in the context of
Chinatown, such that the state of intangible heritage conservation can be
appraised according to suitable indicia or standards;
 Take into account that perceptions of what constitutes intangible cultural heritage
are highly subjective and preference-based;
 Recognise that heritage is not simply the preservation of a static historical
condition but that it needs to resonate with the present, insofar as it shapes
present-day collective identities and is valued in accordance with the “demands
and meanings of the present”;107 and
 Address the fact that there are multiple stakeholders present and involved in
Chinatown given its simultaneously different roles: political constituency, 108
conservation area, tourist attraction, traditional hub and public transport node.109
We propose a 3-stage framework as follows:

1. Identify stakeholders in Chinatown

2. Determine stakeholder perceptions
of experiential authenticity

3. Determine the effects of stakeholder
behaviour on experiential authenticity

Wesener, A. (2017). Adopting ‘things of the little’: intangible cultural heritage and experiential
authenticity of place in the Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham, International Journal of Heritage Studies,
23(2), p. 141.
108 Chinatown straddles both Tanjong Pagar and Jalan Besar Group Representative Constituencies.
109 Chinatown MRT Station serves as an interchange for the North East and Downtown Lines.
107
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I.

Identifying Stakeholders in Chinatown

Heritage spaces should not be analysed as a “deconstruction of a static and topographical
entity”; they are socially constructed spaces that hold different meanings to different
individuals and social groups.110 Chinatown, as a social, cultural and commercial space,
represents a variety of things to different people. Therefore, any meaningful analysis of
the state of Chinatown as a heritage space must take into account the perceptions of its
users, and be cognisant of the fact that no user has a monopoly over what Chinatown
represents or should represent. The first step of our analysis is thus to identify whose
perspectives we must canvass, i.e. identifying the different individuals and organisations
visiting, inhabiting, changing and managing Chinatown, and understanding their roles.
To this end, we selected our interviewees based on their relevant authority, experience
or expertise. For example, direct participants or close observers of the policy-making
process regarding Chinatown were of particular interest to us. Thus, we interviewed a
representative from STB, the lead agency in Chinatown, as well as a representative from
URA, whose guidelines shape land use within Chinatown. We also interviewed business
owners in Chinatown and a community representative given their first-hand experience
of realities on the ground.

II.

Perceptions

of

Cultural

Heritage

in

Terms

of

Authenticity
Proceeding from the earlier premise that notions of heritage spaces are subjective, it
would not be worthwhile to judge the “level” of cultural heritage in a particular area in
accordance to objective standards. In response to the need for a standard that
accommodates subjective perceptions, we adopted authenticity as the parameter
through which we understand the stakeholders’ assessments of the state of intangible
cultural heritage in Chinatown, i.e. what each stakeholder’s understanding of authenticity
is, and whether they consider Chinatown to be authentic. We are interested specifically
in experiential authenticity. Experiential authenticity looks at people’s place-based

Tully, G., Hanna, M. (2013). One Landscape, Many Tenants: Uncovering Multiple Claims, Visions and
Meanings on the Theban Necropolis, Archaeologies: Journal of the World Archaeological Congress, p. 355.
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experiences as part of their daily lives and routine. This is an appropriate measure insofar
as it goes beyond looking merely at the historical accuracy and genuineness of the
cultural objects and practices of a space, yet takes into account that authenticity, from the
perspective of individuals, often reflects their “perceptions, desires, interpretations and
identities”.111 Looking at experiential authenticity thus accords well with the fact that
heritage is subjectively constructed and that its value lies in the meaning that it continues
to hold for the present.
Experiential authenticity may be understood according to three dimensions: the
experience of origins, the experience of continuity, and the experience of potentiality and
actuality.112 The experience of origins looks at how certain historical qualities “remain
detectable and inform the present”, while the experience of continuity looks at how
processes and structures which have endured the passage of time till today continue to
retain “meaning for the present”. Finally, the experience of potentiality and actuality
looks at how a space provides for possibilities of change that allow for the construction
of individual and collective identities.113

III.

Effects of Behaviour on the Authenticity of Cultural
Heritage

Where relevant, the behaviour and interactions of stakeholders in Chinatown will also be
examined to determine how they contribute to or detract from the experiential
authenticity of Chinatown. This is likely to pertain mostly to users of Chinatown who have
managerial or executive power over Chinatown.

Supra note 107, p. 143.
Ibid.
113 Ibid.
111
112
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STAKEHOLDER

ENGAGEM E NT

–

INTERVIEW

FINDINGS
Six interviews were conducted. Each interview was recorded and the identities of our
interviewees have been anonymised in the interest of confidentiality. Our interviewees
were:
 An official from STB’s Cultural Precincts Development Department (“the STB
official”);
 An official from URA’s Conservation Management Department (“the URA official”);
 A former food and beverage operator in Chinatown, who grew up in Chinatown
(“Ms. A”);
 A former food and beverage operator in Chinatown (“Mr. B”);
 A senior representative from the Kreta Ayer-Kim Seng Citizens’ Consultative
Committee (“the KAKSCCC representative”); and
 Representatives from a traditional arts group operating in Chinatown (“the
traditional arts group representatives”).

I.

Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage

Our interviewees all agreed that safeguarding Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage
involves both a backward-looking and forward-looking aspect. For example, the STB
official said:
“I think it’s all about authenticity, it’s all about relevance — relevance
of the place to the changing needs, the changing tastes of local
Singaporeans.”
These two concepts of authenticity and relevance are unpacked further in the following
sections.
1. The Concept of Authenticity
The concept of authenticity speaks to the history of Kreta Ayer, as the STB official
mentioned that interventions introduced by STB have to “draw a link back to the history
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of the place, to the heritage, to the story behind that place”. To his mind, this is a “very
important” criterion when thinking about the activities that should occur in Kreta Ayer.
This understanding of authenticity resonated with the other interviewees as well. For
example, the KAKSCCC representative stated that the grassroots organisation plans
Lunar New Year and Mid-Autumn celebrations because “in the early days, [Chinatown]
was a place where the Chinese gathered”. Their activities are therefore linked to the
historical identity of Kreta Ayer. These celebrations are organised not only to “preserve
our own traditions, but also to promote them”. The KAKSCCC representative also described
the organisation and its members as having a “mission to protect” these traditions, for fear
that they would otherwise “lose” these traditions.
The STB official similarly gave the example of the Mid-Autumn Lantern Walk as a type of
activity that should be continued in Kreta Ayer. He described it as an “annual heritage
lantern walk”, and said that children should continue to “have the opportunity to walk
around with lanterns”. He also said that STB would not “tell the organisers … don’t use
lanterns anymore” as this would cause the practice to “lose that kind of authenticity”. To
his mind, the crucial link between the past and the present must be maintained. However,
it is noteworthy that he did not consider this criterion of authenticity to be applicable to
all activities, but instead only to “certain rituals, certain practices”.
These responses also imply that there are shared traditions and practices that the Kreta
Ayer community treasures; that Kreta Ayer is home to a community that, to some degree,
has a common understanding of the traditions and practices that bind them together.
Others echoed these sentiments by invoking the notion of a “community spirit”.
The broad idea of a “community” appears to include all Singaporeans, but especially the
Singaporean Chinese community. The KAKSCCC representative said that their activities
are not organised solely for the constituency, but also with the broader Singaporean
Chinese community in mind:
“a lot of our activities are all about preserving our own heritage — to make
people remember that in Singapore, we don’t care whether you live in
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Sengkang or Jurong West, there’s still a place that you can call
Chinese.”
The meaning of authenticity thus has two essential components. Firstly, that the activities
taking place in Kreta Ayer are linked to its past and heritage. Secondly, that these are
practices and traditions deemed authentic by the Singaporean Chinese community.
2. The Concept of Relevance
An additional consideration is relevance. The government is very cognisant that
intangible cultural heritage is not static and that it must evolve. The URA official noted
that they “do not see conservation areas as preserved in aspect and therefore frozen in time”
while the STB official stated that Kreta Ayer must stay relevant by adapting to the
“changing needs, the changing tastes of local Singaporeans”.
Other stakeholders shared similar sentiments that the area must adapt in order to stay
relevant to locals. However, they also agreed that staying relevant is a continuous
challenge as Kreta Ayer’s value proposition today is likely to be different from the past.
In particular, a common concern is Kreta Ayer’s relevance to the younger generation of
Singaporeans. In the past, as Ms. A mentioned, it was common for “grandma [to] bring
[her] grandson” to Chinatown to purchase traditional Chinese medicine supplies, for
example. However, Ms. A noted that this is no longer the case today. Due to the prevalence
of heartland malls, families are able to purchase commodities from more convenient
places. There are thus fewer reasons for youths to frequent or be brought to Kreta Ayer.
As a result, our respondents said that it is difficult to attract younger Singaporeans to visit
Kreta Ayer and to learn more about its intangible cultural heritage. For example, the
KAKSCCC representative noted that “young people don’t want to come” to Chinatown and
that “most youths … think that coming down to Chinatown is something not trendy, very old
fashioned”.
The traditional arts group representatives also mentioned that they have experienced
difficulties in trying to attract youths to learn about their art form, Nanyin music. Nanyin
refers to a musical performing art that is central to the culture of people who originated
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from Fujian Province in China. 114 It is one example of the intangible cultural heritage
assets that exist in Chinatown. In the past, these traditional arts group representatives
have tried to “leverage on Chinese orchestras to attract youths” but this was “not successful,
because their primary interest was in Chinese music and not Nanyin specifically”.
Ms. A also shared her experience of organising an activity in Chinatown that was targeted
at youths. She said:
“I remember I had a Channel NewsAsia journalist-reporter with me, and he
just said it aloud that this was the most (sic) number of young people
he had ever seen in Chinatown ever in his life.”
Similarly, the STB official noted that he would like to “reach out to the younger generation”
but was concerned that if Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage were “showcased and
celebrated in a very traditional manner … it could be a turn-off to many” youths. Thus, for
Kreta Ayer to stay relevant to youths, there may be a need to modernise past practices.
This issue of Kreta Ayer needing to adapt to changing tastes and preferences to attract
Singaporean youths will be discussed further in subsequent sections, as it is also a
potential challenge to safeguarding intangible cultural heritage.
3. A Balance between Authenticity and Relevance
In safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, a balance needs to be struck between
authenticity and relevance as the two values may pull in opposing directions. For
example, to ensure relevance, one may have to consider contemporising traditional art
forms, rituals or activities to attract youths. However, this may also raise questions about
how authentic the art form, ritual or activity remains. A delicate balance must therefore
be struck between these two concepts.
Policy-makers recognised the need for this balance. Indeed, the URA official noted that in
determining how much of the “software” of Chinatown should remain, it is a:

UNESCO, Nanyin (Inscribed in 2009 (4.COM) on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity). (Available at: https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/nanyin-00199).
114
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“constant negotiation and understanding what are the community
expectations in terms of the role of the area. From a day-to-day basis, what
should stay and what should not change. From a larger cultural
perspective, maybe it’s about festivals or the psychological role of an area
as an anchor … these things I think are constantly being negotiated.”
Various other stakeholders have had to negotiate this balance for themselves. For
example, the traditional arts group has introduced fusion music to their repertoire to find
“alternative mediums and platforms to promote Nanyin”. They are aware that they “must
be very precise with this balance” or they could otherwise “lose the essence of Nanyin”.
They are therefore still concerned with “preserving the traditional elements” of Nanyin.
The balance that they have struck is to introduce fusion music, but strive to maintain a
strong foundation in traditional Nanyin as well.
With regard to Ms. A, who was a former food and beverage operator in Chinatown, one of
her main interests was to attract youths back to Chinatown. She envisioned the location
of her business as a “community hub” and as a “place for young people”. This is due to her
belief that when youths are “engaged in the space and [you] share with them the history
[of the place], they will be like … ‘let me find out more and research more’”. The balance that
she has struck appears to be firmly in favour of attracting youths through youth-centric
activities and then using this opportunity to share Chinatown’s heritage with them.

II.

Differing Perspectives Regarding Kreta Ayer

An additional layer of complexity in determining the appropriate balance between
authenticity and relevance is that there can be different perspectives by which people
view Kreta Ayer. These different ‘lenses’ could imply different notions of what the
appropriate balance between authenticity and relevance should be.
The first set of ‘lens’ was stated by the STB official, who considers Kreta Ayer’s heritage
using “two lens[es]” of tourists and locals. With regard to tourists, he considers heritage
in terms of “how can we sell [our] multi-cultural story to the visitors”. From this
perspective, the emphasis appears to be on the commoditisation of Kreta Ayer’s heritage,
and about marketing this heritage to tourists. There is nothing inherently wrong with this
objective or with taking this objective into account in making the calculus between
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authenticity and relevance. However, the view of locals on how this balance ought to be
struck may not necessarily align with those of foreign visitors. For example, the KAKSCCC
representative, who has interacted with STB in the past and is familiar with local
sentiments about Kreta Ayer, argued that:
“in the past Chinatown was a community in itself where the Chinese lived
and do business between themselves, and now you have all these
commercial things coming in. STB has always been trying to make
[Chinatown] into a tourist destination but it’s very fake, because
everything is not natural.”
This statement recalls other observers’ criticism of Kreta Ayer as being ‘Disneyfied’115 —
which suggests that whatever remains of Chinatown today is artificial. The STB official’s
response to this criticism was that it is “a bit harsh” and that it is not “really a case where
[Chinatown] is almost like a theme park”.
The second set of ‘lens’ that can be used to view Kreta Ayer is between the younger
generation and the older generation, as the two generations may have different
expectations of Kreta Ayer. The STB official noted that the “interpretation of authenticity
and heritage, is up for discussion” because it could depend on “which period, which era,
which lens … [one] timeframe[s] around it”.
An example of this tension would be Ms. A’s experience in adopting a more youth-centric
approach to her business. She noted that “the older generation, to be honest, don’t really
understand” her business. However, she was prepared for this as she stated that she did
not “really need the parents or grandparents to come to feel that they like this place”. She
instead hoped that her business would be a means to “open [a] conversation” between the
older and younger generation about Chinatown. Her motivation, therefore, was to initiate
a conversation about Kreta Ayer’s past and present across the different generations.

115

Supra at note 22.
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III.

Potential Threats to Safeguarding Intangible Cultural
Heritage

1. Commercial Gentrification
Our respondents highlighted the issue of commercial gentrification as a threat to
Chinatown’s intangible cultural heritage. The KAKSCCC representative described the
process of commercial gentrification in this manner:
“The problem with Chinatown is that because a lot of these shophouses
[have] been purchased privately at an expensive rate … So after
conservation the property values went up — because people
purchased it for commercial value.”
Mr. B, who had previously operated a food and beverage stall in Chinatown for many
years, concurred. He noted that rental prices increased with the introduction of “big
players com[ing] in” and purchasing property. Furthermore, the manner in which this
threat manifested was rather subtle as Mr. B noted that these commercial property
developers were:
“going very slowly, step by step – one guy buys this, another this
another this – together it was shifting. But what was visible already is
that some of the very traditional real estate owners retracted [sic].”
As Mr. B had suggested, the traditional real estate owners could have been displaced due
to the influx of bigger commercial players, who might have bought out these traditional
owners. Alternatively, the rise in property values may have implied a concomitant
increase in rental prices. This could have displaced traditional businesses, which were
unable to afford the high overheads. For example, Ms. A stated that, “a couple of [her]
family members” who have businesses in Chinatown have instead “branched into selling
… touristy items because the margin is higher and that’s where the money is”. The
traditional arts group representatives also noted that:
“If there are more traditional businesses stationed in Chinatown, the
atmosphere in Chinatown would be different. But generally, they seem to
be moving away from Chinatown.”
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Aside from these ground sentiments, policy-makers that we interviewed recognised that
commercial gentrification is a challenge as well. The STB official acknowledged that “the
gentrification question is difficult to answer”.
However, it is interesting to note that public officials may have a slightly different
understanding of commercial gentrification as compared to the other stakeholders. From
the STB official’s perspective, it is part of Singapore’s economic evolution that there
would be “evolving lifestyle changes and evolving tastes” and that traditional businesses
could be displaced as a result. As compared to the earlier opinions’ emphasis on rising
rentals, the traditional businesses’ inability to appeal to locals’ changing tastes seems to
be given greater explanatory weight for why they have been displaced.
2. Changing Character of the Community
The changing character of the community was described in various ways and can also
present a challenge to safeguarding Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage.
This changing character was first described in terms of a loss of “community spirit”, due
to changes in the demographics of commercial property-owners in Kreta Ayer and the
loss of traditional business owners. Ms. A, whose family used to operate a business in
Chinatown and who had spent most of her childhood in the area, suggested that the
Chinatown of the past was “way more community-driven”. In comparison, she says that
today “most of the shops in Chinatown … [are] really in it for business for a buck”. Mr. B
agreed, stating that the “previous generation … [were] very community minded”. He also
noted that “when real estate becomes the focus, it is getting more business minded” and that
the “community [has] changed to shareholder value”, with property owners eyeing returns
on their real estate purchases.
The KAKSCCC representative gave an example of the loss of “community spirit” among
business operators in Chinatown, describing the difference between the “community
spirit” that used to exist versus the situation today:
“For us, we also care about our low-income families, but to them, if they
have no money e.g. this costs 10 dollars but they only have 2 dollars, then
you cannot buy … it’s very different [today]. When we went to approach
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people and ask them if they want to offer 2-dollar meals for our lowincome families … The more local, mature hawkers will say ‘yes we’ll
support’. But [other] people … will say ‘why should I do that, it doesn’t
benefit me. 2 dollars I will make less profit, I sell at 3 dollars means 3
dollars’. So, the dynamics are very different.”
Given the foregoing, the decline in “community spirit” corresponds with changing
demographics in Kreta Ayer and a greater emphasis on commercial profits. The changing
character of the community was also expressed in terms of the difficulties stakeholders
face in trying to make Kreta Ayer relevant to the younger generation of Singaporeans.
According to the KAKSCCC representative, his fellow members “[s]ometimes … get very
disheartened” with the process of trying to attract youths to Kreta Ayer. It has not been
easy as “most youths … think that coming to Chinatown is something not trendy, very old
fashioned”. Left unresolved, this difficulty could be a potential threat to intangible cultural
heritage, as the KAKSCCC representative noted that:
“how you see society forming its own culture is that it must be a norm
amongst the majority — but if it is not, then the place or maybe certain
things will be occupied by people from the outside.”
If it continues to be the case that the “norm amongst the majority” for younger
Singaporeans is to avoid visiting Kreta Ayer, it will be extremely difficult to safeguard
Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage. Youths would lose the opportunity to learn
about existing cultural assets and why they are important to our heritage.

3. “Chinatown” Versus “China Town”
Another potential challenge to safeguarding intangible cultural heritage is the influx of
businesses owned by Chinese nationals in Kreta Ayer. Ms. A described her concerns in
this manner:
“[In] the last 5 years, [Chinatown] became like ‘China Town’ which is like
a lot of Chinese-owned businesses and it is kind of ironic because of
the name Chinatown. But the core identity of Chinatown in my opinion,
has never been ‘China-business-town’. It was more of a place where
Chinese immigrants, our forefathers came here and started out and
it became a very Singaporean-identity kind of place.”
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Other respondents shared this concern as well. The traditional arts group representatives
said that:
“It no longer seems to be a Chinatown that belongs to Singaporeans
…. It feels like a ‘Little China’, from the items that are put for sale to the
food that is being offered.”
At first glance, this distinction may appear to be rather strange or “ironic”, according to
Ms A. However, the distinction is an important one – a Chinatown that reflects the
Singaporean identity and the experiences of our forefathers in shaping this identity as
compared to “China Town”. The latter more accurately describes businesses that cater to
Chinese nationals and their tastes and preferences. Based on the responses of our
interviewees, the types of businesses that now exist in Kreta Ayer may have shifted away
from local tastes.
However, our interviewees were also aware that it may be difficult for the government to
introduce measures to directly deal with the influx of businesses owned or operated by
Chinese nationals. As the KAKSCCC representative put it, “number one, they are legally
doing a registered business, [and] number two, they are not doing anything illegal”. He
theorised that a holistic approach involving the government and the community will
probably be required to manage this issue, suggesting that “when we talk about preserving
a culture it’s not only about one agency or one CCC that can do it. It must be a ‘many helping
hands’ approach.”

IV.

Interaction between Stakeholders

1. Government Agencies’ Interactions
In our interviews, both STB and URA expressed that they play complementary roles
within the “whole-of-government approach” with respect to the management of
Chinatown as a conservation and tourism district. As the STB official further added, STB’s
focus as the “lead agency” in Chinatown is on “the software aspect of things” such as
“[e]vents [and] marketing”. In comparison, the URA official stated that URA’s role is to
“support [STB] … in terms of facilitating the hardware improvements and the commercial
positioning that they … like to have”. There is thus a clear division of responsibilities
between STB and URA for Chinatown’s “software” and “hardware” respectively.
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Though URA officially defines Chinatown as a ‘Historic District’ 116 while STB instead
refers to it as a ‘Cultural Precinct’,117 the STB official did not think that this led to any
difference in the way the agencies view Chinatown. He said that their understanding of
Kreta Ayer is “similar” and the differences in definition does not “result in … tension or
disagreement on what or why certain things should be done or should not be done”.
More generally, when describing their interactions with other government agencies that
operate in Chinatown, the STB official stated that:
“we have a lot of platforms [for interactions] already. We have current
platforms in place that … is actually attended by CEOs … At the working
level, we also have our own direct interactions … I don’t think that there’s
a need for additional platforms or formal settings for this kind of
dialogue sessions to take place. It’s already happening.”
From the lead agency’s perspective, it seems that the government agencies have a good
working relationship and there is no further need to streamline their interactions or
introduce new platforms for the management of Kreta Ayer.

2. Interactions between Government Agencies and Other Stakeholders
From the government agencies’ perspective, they have taken measures to consult the
other stakeholders. The STB official said that:
“in the Precinct Development work we can’t do it alone, we can’t be just
all top-down, STB-driven or say government-driven … we want to
listen to all their views and take all these onboard.”
From his perspective, it seems that STB has taken measures to avoid a “top-down”
approach and ensure that the other stakeholders’ opinions are considered. With
reference to the specific example of the Chinatown Heritage Centre rejuvenation project,
The STB official pointed out that STB had consulted various stakeholders in deciding
what stories should be included in the Centre. They tried to make sure that the “stories

Urban Redevelopment Authority. About Chinatown (includes Maxwell No. 38 and 89 New Bridge Road.
(Available at: https://www.ura.gov.sg/uol/conservation/conservation-xml?id=CNTWN).
117 Singapore Tourism Board. (2015). Placemaking: What We Do. (Available at:
https://www.stb.gov.sg/about-stb/what-we-do/Pages/Placemaking.aspx).
116
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were as authentic as possible”, and they had engaged with “a lot of Singaporeans, MOE
teachers, to get a sense of what” Chinatown was like and to “let them tell their stories”
about the Chinatown of the past.
However, the perspectives of other stakeholders did not paint as rosy a picture. For
example, the KAKSCCC representative said that when interacting with government
agencies, “it’s almost like they’ve decided what they want to do and then they’ll consult us”.
Furthermore, he asserts that interactions with the agency’s staff, especially if they were
new or inexperienced, posed some difficulties:
“STB is [sic] like a job rotation … you have to start all over again, build
up relationships. You have to explain to them … which is frustrating.
Because for them, they don’t believe in any staff sitting in a position for
long, because of promotions and other things, and it’s very frustrating …
To them they cannot comprehend, it’s just statistics, numbers, they
don’t see the full picture.”
With regard to the traditional arts group representatives, they suggested more financial
support would be welcome. The representatives mentioned that although their
traditional arts group experienced “severe financial difficulties” in the early 2000s, they
saw “very little support from the government for traditional arts” during that time. The
traditional arts representatives said that while the government has become “more
supportive”, more should be done if Singapore “want[s] to preserve traditional arts”. They
suggested that “the government … should step in to offer this support” and that “the primary
means of support [from government agencies] should be funding”.
Based on our interviewees’ responses, there may be room for improvement in the way
that government agencies have interacted with other stakeholders. Officers may need to
develop better understanding of ground sentiments to avoid just seeing “statistics,
numbers”. Furthermore, the government may need to provide more financial support for
traditional arts and businesses.
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V.

Framing Policies Moving Forward

1. Preference for Indirect Interventions
Moving forward, both the STB and URA officials stated that the government prefers to
avoid direct interventions that interfere with market forces. For example, the URA official
said that the issue of commercial gentrification is “beyond really our control … because we
don’t interfere in the market”. Similarly, the STB official stated that he:
“[doesn’t] think that there is a specific solution to [commercial
gentrification], unless there’s a specific intervention that Government
wants to make and take … But it means getting … really involved and
not letting market forces take its course.”
He also added that:
“I think the moment if STB gets, or if any government agency starts getting
involved and telling the landlord, to say that you cannot rent out to this
kind of tenant, rent out to some other tenant, I think we are interfering
with market forces and the question is, do we want to do that? And I
don’t think that’s how the government views some of these things.”
As evinced by both respondents’ replies, it is unlikely to expect direct government
intervention where market forces are concerned, as a general principle. However, there
may be circumstances where exceptions could be made, as the URA official noted that:
“in terms of the wider economy as a whole, [the government does] give
strategic subsidies in many areas where we think it’s important to
catalyse or kick-start or to sustain certain activities. So how is it that
heritage doesn’t have the support? I don’t have the answer, but I think
it’s something worth thinking about.”
It seems that intervention may be possible when the government has made the calculus
that a policy objective was important enough to warrant “strategic subsidies”. The
question then is whether the government would consider safeguarding Kreta Ayer’s
intangible cultural heritage as being important enough to justify market intervention.
Regardless, the government generally prefers to take indirect measures. While the STB
official characterised commercial gentrification as an “organic change” or businesses
being unable to adapt to changing preferences, he was also careful to mention that more
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indirect measures have already been taken to address this issue. For example, the STB
official said that they have worked with some of the heritage brands to “reach out to the
other generation, the younger generation of visitors, local visitors as well as new” by
“actually help[ing] them create new lines of souvenirs, new ways to package their products”.
Essentially, STB tried to strengthen the “business viability” of heritage businesses by:
“find[ing] additional revenue streams for [heritage businesses],
through some of these product developments that they do that still
maintains the whole heritage and the products that they are selling,
it’s just repackaged in a different way. I think if they are able to sell that
and it’s a new revenue stream created, then it would result in greater
business viability lah over long term.”
In addition to the foregoing, the STB official noted that “one of our KPIs”, referring to their
Key Performance Indicators, “is how we can ensure that the Precinct can remain vibrant
and for our stakeholders to be financially sustainable”. This suggests that while STB does
have an interest in ensuring the long-term viability and vibrancy of the precinct, the
question is ultimately one of means, with respect to the measures taken towards this
objective.

2. Self-Evaluation of Policies
When it comes to evaluating their own policies, the government agencies were keen on
noting the successes of policies within their own remit. For example, URA is “assigned the
duty and the mandate to protect built heritage under the Planning Act”, which provides for
the planning and improvement of Singapore.118 In the context of Kreta Ayer, URA’s role is
to protect the physical heritage assets. With regard to this mandate, the URA official
expressed that “in terms of successful conservation [of buildings], we’ve been very successful
in conserving the physical fabric of Kreta Ayer”.
Beyond the confines of its mandate, however, the URA official conceded that they may
have to work with other agencies to develop a more holistic approach in the future. For
example, he noted that “some aspects … are really out of the URA’s hands”, with regard to

Planning Act 1998, Singapore, (Cap. 232). (Available at:
http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/aol/search/display/view.w3p;page=0;query=DocId%3A2343ea5f-5a9f-4a36ac03-2ce1bc74558b%20Depth%3A0%20Status%3Ainforce;rec=0#pr5-he-.)
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attracting younger Singaporeans back to Kreta Ayer. The broader ramifications of this
acknowledgement is that more work may be needed when it comes to “clos[ing] the gap”
between policy areas undertaken by different agencies.
As for STB, they disagreed with the media critique that Chinatown is “Disneyfied”, 119
finding it “a bit harsh” because “it’s [not] really a case where it’s almost like a theme park”.
Nonetheless, they expressed their willingness to take into account public perceptions
when evaluating the success and shortcomings of their policies:
“First, is a quantitative survey that we do … for visitors, where do they
come from. For locals what do they come to do, what do they do … we’ve
incorporated a qualitative aspect … which … actually results in … a
detailed focus group that we’ve done with Singaporeans … As well as …
in-depth discussions … with selected tourists from some of our key source
markets.”
Both quantitative and qualitative research methodologies have thus been developed to
help STB evaluate their policies. These methods will likely give STB a more complete
picture of how successful their policies are, especially as they intend to continue helping
heritage brands to “reach out to the changing tastes of [both] visitors as well as locals”.
Although the findings from the quantitative and qualitative methods were not shared
with us, the STB official said that what they intend to do is to:
“reach out to all the key stakeholders, including our government
agencies like URA … or whoever has an interest in the Precinct, to share
with them some of the findings about what the locals and visitors
say.”
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Supra, at note 22.
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DATA COLLECTION – FINDINGS & ANALYS IS
I.

Mapping of Businesses in Kreta Ayer

Our fieldwork entailed a physical survey of the tenants of each shop space operating in
Kreta Ayer and the type of business conducted. In total, this consisted of 559 shop spaces
surveyed, with 67 found to be vacant or under renovation. In our case, fieldwork was
necessary as we believed that gentrification may be the cause of changes in the local retail
mix. 120 More importantly, as we had access to a similar survey carried out in 2015 by
SHS, we were able to compare the actual changes in tenancy in order to quantify
demographic changes, which have been noted in our literature review as being an aspect
of the commercial gentrification process.121
In terms of our results, we coded the businesses operating in the neighbourhood by
reference to the function they serve: for instance, in the food and beverage industry, retail
businesses, provision of hotel and hostel services and professional services. Examples of
businesses in the respective categories are as follows: in art, art and antique galleries; in
beauty, facial parlours and spas; in food and beverage, restaurants and cafes; in hostels
and hotels, youth hostels, boutique hotels and inns; in nightlife, pubs and bars; in other,
businesses such as yoga studios and dance studios; in professional services, law firms,
accountancy firms and consultancies; in retail, departmental stores, jewellery and snack
retailers; in tourism retail, souvenir vendors; and in traditional industries, traditional
Chinese medicine practitioners. Our findings are summarized in the following sections.
1. Loss of Continuity
The rate of turnover in tenants stood out in our comparison of tenancy figures from
Table 2 below: 122 approximately a third of all stalls (175 stalls of 599 total stalls)
operating in 2015 had been replaced by new businesses by 2017. This may have
reinforced our interviewees’ observations that the sense of continuity and community in

Martin, R. A Quantitative Approach to Gentrification: Determinants of Gentrification in U.S. Cities, 19702010. (Working Paper). (Available at:
https://media.terry.uga.edu/socrates/contact/documents/2017/04/05/Determinants_of_Gentrification.
pdf).
121 Supra at note 51.
122 See also Appendix C for a full list.
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Chinatown has been disrupted. It is also problematic as neighbourhood businesses may
act as pillars of the community and provide communal spaces for social gathering,
building social networks which bind the community. 123 This sense of connectedness
dissipates as displacement occurs and institutions within the neighbourhood are lost.
2. Tourism and Tourist-Targeting Businesses
Another notable observation of note is the proportion of retail businesses catering to the
tourist industry. This may be regarded as evidence of the gentrifying role played by
tourism development in the renovations of physical spaces, shifts in culture or lifestyle
and changes in consumption spaces. 124 We found that shops vending souvenirs and other
tourist knick-knacks alone formed 12.59% of all occupied tenancy spaces in Chinatown,
with a 9.4% increase in their numbers as compared to 2015. This appears to be consistent
with other observations that in Singapore’s historic districts, “the traditional mix of uses
no longer exists: at present, they are geared mainly towards retail and commerce”.125
Types of Business

Number of

Number of

Shops in 2015 Shops in 2017

% Change
(From 2015)

Art

32

23

-28.13

Beauty/Services

30

30

-

F&B

95

105

10.53

Hostel/Hotel

20

23

15

Nightlife

8

8

-

Other

27

26

-3.70

Professional Services

104

115

10.58

Retail

101

87

-13.86

Tourism Retail

61

67

9.4

Traditional Industry

47

48

2.13

Vacant/Unknown

47

67

42.55

Total Number of Stalls Changed

175

33.33

Table 2: Comparison of tenancy figures between 2015 and 2017.
Smith, J. (2017). “Small Business Profitability Strategies During Retail Gentrification”. Walden
Dissertations and Doctoral Studies Collection.
124 Supra at note 51.
125 Supra at note 16, p. 9.
123
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Figure 3: Map of Kreta Ayer with changes in tenancy indicated in red.

II.

Secondary Research on Property Prices

We gathered secondary data on resale and rental transactions of shophouses in Kreta
Ayer through EdgeProp.sg’s online portal and research tools. Based on publicly available
information, we collated a total of 60 recorded resale transactions with information such
as the month and year of transaction, anonymised address of the shophouse, tenure
(where available), area in square feet, price per square feet, and the absolute selling price
of the property. We also collected data on 295 rental transactions that had already been
aggregated by month since March 2015, which was the earliest month tracked on
EdgeProp. These rental transactions contained information such as the lowest rental
rates (in S$ per square feet per month (psf pm)), the rental rates of the 25th percentile,
median rental, rental rates of the 75th percentile, and the highest rental rate recorded for
that particular month. Using this information, we created two graphs mapping the trends
in the price per square feet of resale shophouses and median rental rates.
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Figure 4: Resale price of shophouse units in Kreta Ayer
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For resale transactions, price per square feet was used as it is a more accurate indicator
of the property’s value than the absolute selling price of the property, which could be
inflated by the area of the property. Figure 4 shows that from 2004 to 2017, there is a
visible upward trend with respect to the resale price per square feet of shophouses in
Kreta Ayer. This is consistent with observations cited from both media reports and our
interviewee. As noted in our literature review, rising property prices is also a marker of
gentrification, which lends credence to the perception that gentrification is a
phenomenon at work in Chinatown, when considered in tandem with the aforementioned
aspects of business displacement.

Figure 5: Median rentals of shophouse units in Kreta Ayer (S$ psf pm)
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On the other hand, Figure 5 does not show an upward trend with respect to the median
rental rates over the past two years, which appears to be contrary to our interviewees’
perceptions. One possible reason is that there was a number of median rentals at
relatively high monthly rates of between S$10 to S$35 per square feet, compared to the
approximate monthly rate of S$5 per square feet where most of the data points converge
around. This could have reinforced the perception that property rentals have been
increasing as a whole. Nonetheless, the presence of the outliers with relatively high
monthly rentals should be noted because they are not isolated cases, but rather, a
relatively common occurrence. This could mean that further research is required to
ascertain the extent of the phenomenon, as we are unable to graph the median rental
trend over a longer time period due to the lack of publicly available data on rental
transactions in Kreta Ayer prior to March 2015 on the EdgeProp portal. Lastly, we note
that although rising rental rates are a marker of gentrification, it is not the sole marker.
We believe that our findings in respect of rising property prices, high rate of change in
business composition, and interviewees’ observations regarding culture and lifestyle
changes in Chinatown over the years, are consistent with the literature on finding
commercial gentrification. As such, we would examine potential policy options to address
the problem of commercial gentrification, while keeping in mind the demands of heritage
conservation.
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P OLICY OPTIONS
In this section, we have provided a list of policy options comprising the establishment of
a dedicated heritage trust, improving the commercial viability of traditional trades and
businesses, and revitalising Chinatown as a place of interest for Singaporeans, in
particular, the younger generation. While we advocate for all of the suggested policy
options to be considered and if found suitable, implemented, we understand that limited
resources and extant considerations (for example, the maturity of Singapore’s cultural
climate) may mean that some options are less likely to be implemented in the short- to
medium-term. Nonetheless, we believe that our policy options possess individual merit
and do not need to be implemented together or all at once, which allows the respective
authorities to carry out the requisite assessments in their own time or according to the
fulfilment of specific needs.

I.

A Statutory Heritage Trust for Chinatown

In light of the foregoing discussion, we propose that an independent Chinatown heritage
trust be created by statute to support the place-based conservation activities of existing
government agencies. Our research shows that such a Trust could potentially bring a
range of advantages, including but not limited to the following:
 It sends a clear signal to the public and concerned stakeholders that the
Government is committed to heritage conservation in Chinatown, and willing to
explore different approaches in a more community-oriented manner;
 It provides an opportunity to enhance the efficiency of certain functions of
Government related to Chinatown’s conservation by devolving such selected
functions from existing agencies. It could also supplement current Government
efforts by playing a differentiated and positive role in conserving heritage assets
without duplicating or replacing the Government’s role entirely; and
 It encourages increased participation across civil society through public
discussions about conservation issues in Chinatown, ideally while demonstrating
the benefits of new or creative uses for heritage properties.
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However, we understand that the establishment of a Heritage Trust may not be a
comprehensive solution to the various complexities associated with heritage
conservation in Singapore, and especially in Chinatown. For example, conservation
shophouses are treated as a class of investment asset that tends to show great capital
appreciation because of their historical value and limited supply. 126 This sentiment will
likely continue to exert strong market pressure on property values and transaction
volumes,127 rendering commercial gentrification a difficult solution to resolve even if the
heritage trust proposed has powers to transact in property (albeit limited by the extent
of its resources to begin with). Given the foregoing, extensive consultations should be
conducted on the establishment of the trust in the first instance, and determine whether
there would be good and achievable results in other areas, such as the strengthening of
Chinatown’s heritage protection and Singapore’s conservation culture. The following
sections will analyse the rationale for such a trust, and the specific characteristics that it
ought to have.
1. A Governing Institution for Heritage Conservation in Chinatown
Effective, affordable and sustainable heritage conservation requires public involvement
and cross-sector collaboration. Governments are generally not in a position to finance all
heritage activities, but need to bring in the private sector and civil society as investors,
leaders and supporters.128 Establishing a governing institution for heritage conservation
in Chinatown would facilitate not only cross-sector collaboration, but also extensive
stakeholder engagement given our interviewees’ suggestions of a “many helping hands”
approach. It could also provide an independent vantage point from which to negotiate a
balance between the agencies’ policy imperatives and what stakeholders view as
Chinatown’s experiential authenticity. There are also further incentives from the
Government’s point of view to establish such a governing institution. Firstly, it sends a
clear signal to the public that the Government is committed to heritage conservation.

Wong, S. Y. (2017). “Shophouses in demand among investors again”, The Straits Times, Singapore. 16
March. (Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/business/shophouses-in-demand-among-investorsagain).
127 Tan, H. Y. (2016). “Conservation shophouse market abuzz again”, The Edge Property Pullout, Issue 752.
31 October. (Available at: https://sg.finance.yahoo.com/news/conservation-shophouse-market-abuzzagain-083002741.html).
128 Supra at note 72.
126
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Secondly, it offers an opportunity to enhance efficiency by devolving and streamlining
selected functions from government agencies.
Developmental
imperatives

Cross-sector
collaboration

Heritage
Conservation

Experiential
authenticity

Stakeholder
engagement

Figure 6: Elements of Effective Heritage Conservation.

2. Adopting the Structure of a Charitable Trust
At its core, a trust is a form of dual ownership of property, where trustees who possess
legal title have mandatory obligations to apply and manage the property for the benefit
of beneficiaries who possess equitable title. This notion of stewardship, which precludes
trustees from obtaining private benefit is particularly apt for heritage conservation. After
all, the cultural heritage of Chinatown belongs to the residents and businesses within
Chinatown, the wider Singaporean population and its future generations.
Moreover, charitable trusts enjoy several privileges. Firstly, charitable trusts are exempt
from perpetuity rules that would otherwise limit the duration for which a trust can
operate. This would allow heritage conservation in Chinatown to be sustained well into
the future, for the benefit of successive generations, and theoretically even in perpetuity.
Secondly, charitable trusts and donors of properties and other financial benefits enjoy
financial privileges through certain tax exemptions to incentivise charitable giving, 129
which translate into more affordable operating costs and strengthen the trust’s cause.
Charity Portal, About Charities And IPCs. (Available at: https://www.charities.gov.sg/setting-up-acharity/Pages/About-Charities-And-IPCs.aspx).
129
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For a trust to be regarded as charitable at law, three elements must be satisfied. First, the
trust must be of a charitable character with purposes that are beneficial to the
community. Second, the application of the trust fund must be for the public benefit. Third,
the purpose of the trust must be exclusively charitable. Prima facie, a Statutory Heritage
Trust would face little difficulty in meeting these criteria.
3. Establishing the Trust as a Statutory Body
We propose that the governing institution for heritage conservation in Chinatown should
take the form of a trust as established by statute. There are several reasons for this. First
and foremost, we envision that such a Statutory Heritage Trust will be vested with the
ownership of key revenue-generating properties within Chinatown, so as to manage
these spaces with a view to benefit the public and preserve Chinatown’s cultural heritage.
This particular function of the Trust will be explained in greater detail below. For the
Government to legitimately bequeath and donate existing state-owned properties within
Chinatown that to such a heritage trust, it therefore ought to be a statutory creation.
Secondly, such a Trust would require seed capital to fund its establishment and initial
operations before it becomes financially self-sustaining in the medium- to long-term.
Again, to obtain a significant amount of public resources from the Government in this
manner would perhaps only be politically feasible if the trust were a statutory body.
Thirdly, a heritage trust that seeks to mobilise public support for heritage conservation
and develop greater cross-sector collaboration can only succeed in its mission if it
possesses credibility in the public consciousness. Here, the conferment of authority from
the Government by statute is likely to increase the credibility and influence of this Trust.
Equally, there are incentives from the Government’s point of view to take a leading role
in establishing such a trust as a statutory body, as opposed to merely lending its support
to a non-governmental organisation. Chief among these is accountability. A statutory
heritage trust, like any other statutory body, would normally be expected to submit
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audited accounts and/or annual reports to the Government. 130 In this way, the
Government is well positioned to monitor the activities, performance and effectiveness
of the Trust.
4. Composition of the Board of Trustees
As discussed earlier, there are considerable benefits to establishing a heritage trust as a
statutory body. However, such a Trust should also possess a degree of independence from
the Government for a variety of reasons. One of the ways in which this autonomy can be
derived is through the composition of the Trust’s Board of Trustees.
Boards vary in size, but typically have between 10 to 15 members. The Lord Wilson
Heritage Trust (LWHT), for example, has 12 members sitting on its Board of Trustees.
Notably, of these 12 members, only one member is ostensibly a government
representative.131 Thus, the LWHT is not a government agency that takes direction from
the state, but is instead an independent body that is proactively involved in the
management of Hong Kong’s cultural heritage assets. This organisational structure is
propelled by a few key considerations.
Firstly, the trustees of a heritage trust ought to be representative of the diverse
constituencies and interests that relate to heritage. Replicating the silos of government
agencies within the Board’s composition would be a self-defeating move, especially if
such a trust was meant to streamline the disparate functions of various government
agencies.
Secondly, a dominance of government members is likely to inhibit the adoption of an
entrepreneurial

and

financially

self-sustaining

approach

towards

heritage

conservation 132 – an element which is key, if long-term planning and the continued
relevance of heritage are to be achieved under such a trust.

See, for example, Section 9 (Annual report) of the National Heritage Board Act. National Heritage Board
Act (Cap. 193A), Singapore (Available at:
http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/aol/download/0/0/pdf/binaryFile/pdfFile.pdf?CompId:43b0a39d-1cab-46da8019-149f78d66790).
131 The Secretary for Home Affairs or his representative.
132 Supra, at note 72, p. 44.
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Thirdly, a diverse Board of Trustees would offer a unique opportunity to establish
common objectives and key performance indicators acceptable to multiple stakeholders.
Various priorities, such as attracting visitors and tourist revenue, conserving the built
heritage of Chinatown, conserving the cultural heritage and experiential authenticity of
Chinatown, and ensuring the relevance of Chinatown to the wider Singaporean
population, could at least be balanced if not harmonised. Put simply, a diverse and
representative Board of Trustees, composed not merely of public sector bureaucrats, is
much more likely to succeed in mobilising public support for conservation.
Yet, as alluded to earlier, accountability is equally important. Hence, we would propose
that the Board comprises members from different fields and professions, including the
public sector, academia, social enterprise, business and prominent advocates of heritage
conservation. This approach is certainly not novel, as we can see that the composition of
NHB’s board members are similarly diverse.133 In particular, we would recommend that
the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees be a well-respected, experienced individual
from the private sector who is also passionate about heritage where practicable.
Primarily, this would be to ensure that the Chairperson will bring his or her considerable
private sector experience and ensure that financial sustainability remains a core tenet of
the Trust in the medium- to long-terms.
Various board committees, established to focus on specific aspects and functions of the
Trust, could be comprised of external members. These committees would likely report to
a Chief Executive Officer who also sits on the Board of Trustees. The equivalent under the
LWHT is the Council, which executes the Board’s decisions and implements the Trust’s
activities.
5. Functions of a Statutory Heritage Trust
As alluded to earlier in this report, efforts to conserve intangible cultural heritage must
not neglect to examine the nexus between physical, public spaces on the one hand and
social interactions, community life and cultural vibrancy on the other. Phrase differently,

National Heritage Board, Singapore. Annual Report 2016/2017. (Available at:
https://www.nhb.gov.sg/~/media/nhb/files/media/annual%20reports/ar_2017_s_pdf_a.pdf).
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intangible cultural heritage is inextricably tied to the physical environment in which they
either flourish or decline.
As such, one of the core functions of the Statutory Heritage Trust we propose relates to
historic buildings and public spaces. Specifically, the Trust will be empowered to acquire,
receive and hold property. Although such a Trust could very well expand in the future to
cover the entire geographical remit of Singapore, we would suggest that the Trust begin,
at least in its formative years, with a mandate that focuses on Chinatown.
Apart from donating state-owned properties in Chinatown to the Trust for the purposes
of heritage conservation, private properties in Chinatown can also be identified for future
acquisition if they are subsequently put up for sale. Admittedly, the costs involved in
acquiring prime property in Chinatown would be significant. However, we would suggest
that allowing market forces and commercial gentrification to continue unabated will only
erode the window of opportunity that Singapore has to conserve the cultural heritage of
this historic district. In response to the threat of market forces in heritage districts, some
cities have already taken action by locating government offices in heritage buildings,
ensuring that the uses of these buildings are not left entirely to market forces.134
We propose that this process of identifying privately owned properties that possess
significant cultural value can perhaps proceed on the basis of the following criteria:
historical interest, architectural merit, social value and local interest.135
Secondly, the Trust can also take on an advisory role in relation to conservation matters.
This is not to suggest that the Trust assumes the role of policymaking, which remains the
prerogative of government agencies, but that the experience and expertise of its Board
could be a useful resource of the Government if consulted.
Thirdly, we envision that the Trust becomes a source of financial support for conservation
efforts. This could include:

134
135

Supra at note 16, p. 9.
Supra at note 72, p. 71.
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 Granting the use of property owned by the Trust to long-standing, traditional
businesses that are anchors for the local community in return for nominal rental;
this suggestion is inspired by the National Arts Council’s Arts Housing Scheme,
which has enabled state-owned buildings within the historic districts to be
adapted for arts and cultural activities, such as the hosting of cultural, dance,
drama, and musical associations in Chinatown’s Smith Street.136
 One-off grants to culturally significant entrants to the commercial scene in
Chinatown, for a particular maximum number of years and up to a specific ceiling
(on the prerequisite that the proposed businesses are projected to become selfsustainable after this initial period). The Hong Kong’s Revitalising Historic
Buildings through Partnership Scheme could serve as a potential model of such
grants.137 Under this scheme, the Commissioner for Heritage’s Office covers the
starting costs and operating deficits (if any) of social enterprises using publiclyowned historic buildings for adaptive reuse. This is capped at a ceiling of HKD5
million, on the prerequisite that the social enterprise is projected to become selfsustainable after the first two years of operation.
 Lastly, other subsidies for conservation activities, including public education and
outreach, community involvement (e.g. partnering with traditional businesses or
arts groups to organise visitor programmes), publicity and academic research.138
This was a suggestion by the traditional arts group representatives, which merits
further study and evaluation.
We also note that a large part of STB’s place-making work takes place with the Chinatown
Business Association (CBA) and the KAKSCCC to organise festive celebrations, form
business collaborations, and address issues for the betterment of the surrounding
citizens and businesses, so as to drive sustainable precinct development in Chinatown.
We envision that in time, it is possible for the funding of festive celebrations for our
cultural heritage to be devolved to the proposed Trust. Certain grassroots activities, such
as those held by KAKSCCC, may also qualify for grants under the Trust.

Supra at note 16, p. 7.
Conserve and Revitalise Hong Kong Heritage, About the Scheme. (Available at:
https://www.heritage.gov.hk/en/rhbtp/about.htm).
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Fourthly, we envision that the Trust should be self-sufficient as soon as possible. Apart
from collecting donations as an income stream, the Board of Trustees should have the
power vested by law to invest in properties and other assets, or to employ professional
fund managers to perform such a function. This is in line with Section 33A (Standard
investment power of statutory bodies) of the Interpretation Act (Cap. 1), which states
that:139
33A. “Where any written law confers on a statutory body the power to
invest any moneys in accordance with the standard investment power of
statutory bodies, then, subject to any general or special directions as the
Minister charged with responsibility for that statutory body may issue, that
statutory body may —
(a) invest those moneys in such manner as it thinks fit; and
(b) engage in any financial activity or participate in any financial
arrangement for the purpose of managing or hedging against any
financial risk that arises or is likely to arise from such investment.”
To illustrate how the wording of such a power may look like in the empowering statute
establishing the proposed trust, Section 31(3) (Funds and property of Board) of the
National Heritage Board Act (Cap. 196A) may be useful as a frame of reference:140
31(3) “The Board may invest its funds in accordance with the standard
investment power of statutory bodies as defined in section 33A of the
Interpretation Act (Cap. 1).”
Lastly, there may be a question of which arrangements are suitable for the investment of
funds and assets of the Trust. While this question may be best left to the Board of Trustees
given that a number of individuals appointed to the Board should possess a good amount
of private business acumen and professional knowledge, there are other possible
arrangements apart from the employment of a professional fund manager, as the LWHT
did. For example, Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura (MUIS), also known as the Islamic

Interpretation Act (Cap. 1), Singapore. (Available at:
http://statutes.agc.gov.sg/aol/download/0/0/pdf/binaryFile/pdfFile.pdf?CompId:1fb973ed-6e4f-481c8715-fa173b545ba5).
140 Supra, at note 130.
139
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Religious Council of Singapore,141 spun off its property development department into a
wholly-owned corporate subsidiary, Warees Investments Pte Ltd (Warees) in 2002.142
Warees manages endowments and institutional real estate on trust for MUIS and
oversees the development of prime commercial and residential properties, as well as the
conservation of culture and heritage. 143 Incorporating a wholly owned investment
subsidiary company is an option to consider, although the amount of resources required
would likely be much higher than employing a professional fund manager.

II.

Improving the Commercial Viability of Traditional
Trades

A common thread running through responses from our interviewees is that traditional
trades and businesses face difficulty in sustaining themselves due to reduced demand for
such goods and services. We make the following proposals:
1. Integrating Traditional Trades into the Tourist and Local Experiences
While there are already initiatives being undertaken by STB to update the image and
marketability of traditional products144 such as the Experience Step-Up Fund (“ESF”),145
we propose taking measures to promote active involvement of traditional businesses,
arts groups and clan associations in attracting local and foreign tourists. A recent and
novel idea is the use of platforms such as Klook and Airbnb Experiences by tourists,
where business owners, arts groups, and clan associations offer experiences for purchase
by travellers. This allows them to have a source of income additional to the sale of their
products and services. A recent media article featured Say Tian Hng Buddha Shop in
Tanjong Pagar, which is the only heritage business left in Singapore that makes deity

MUIS was established as a statutory body in 1968 when the Administration of Muslim Law Act (Cap.
3 came into effect.
142 Warees, Milestones. (Available at: http://www.warees.sg/milestones/).
143 Warees Investments Pte Ltd. (Available at: http://www.warees.sg/).
144 STB official (interviewee): “What we’ve done is that, we’ve actually worked a couple of traditional
heritage brand stakeholders and they’ve actually accepted, come up with new ideas, innovative ideas to see
how they can better present some of their products in a very interesting way, interesting new kind of
contemporary packaging but yet appealing to what the visitors want today and what maybe the younger
generations wants today.”
145 Singapore Tourism Board. (2015). Singapore Tourism Board launches new Experience Step-Up Fund
with calls for proposals for tour development and technology initiatives (Media Release). (Available at:
https://www.stb.gov.sg/news-and-publications/lists/newsroom/dispform.aspx?ID=596).
141
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statues by hand. Say Tian Hng offers a hands-on experience for purchase on Airbnb where
visitors to the shop are introduced to the craft of deity statue making and are given an
opportunity to try their hand at making parts of an effigy.146
We propose that STB explore either or both of the following options:
 A home-grown platform similar to Klook and AirBnb Experiences could be set up
and run by STB as it aligns with STB’s goals of promoting experiential tourism in
Singapore;
 Offering additional incentives or assistance to traditional businesses and
encouraging them to provide such experiential tours, especially on the STB-run
platform if it is established or otherwise on existing private platforms.
As STB has an existing working relationship with heritage groups and is the lead agency
in Chinatown, it is best placed to reach out to these traditional businesses, clan
associations and arts groups and encourage them to offer such experiential tours and
programmes. Many of the proprietors or managers of such businesses or groups belong
to the older generation and without the intervention of STB, may not be aware of how
such experiences-for-sale work, and may not be willing or able to go on a private platform
like Klook or Airbnb on their own. Further, if STB is willing to support most or all of the
associated costs of creating and hosting such a platform, traditional businesses, arts
groups and clan associations need not give up a cut of their sale proceeds from such
experiential programs compared to private hosting platforms. Given the use of
technology as part of making offerings available on the experiential platform(s), STB
could also set aside a part of the existing ESF to help businesses and groups who are keen
to implement such programs but require financial and technical assistance to do so.147
Similarly, we believe that such a move would also benefit locals who have an interest in
learning more about heritage, as they will be able to do so in a more immersive manner.
As most of our respondents pointed out, Singaporeans no longer need to go to Chinatown
for retail purposes:
146Tan,

Y. (2017). Grandson is preserving his grandma's 120-year-old craft through Airbnb. MashableAsia.
1 November. (Available at: http://mashable.com/2017/11/01/buddha-sculpture-airbnbexperience/#tSA9aI0Wykq9).
147 Supra at note 145.
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“And also because like, in our line which is TCM, a lot of neighbourhood
stores have been popping up, like Eu Yan Seng has been popping up
in heartland malls. So if you don't expand and move with times, this is a
natural transgression of it. So, for sure I think this is the trend moving
forward, that's why I think it's creating experiences versus selling an
item. Functional items you can get it with Amazon, Redmart and
everything, but if you're going there for a relationship, for community,
for program, then that's what's going to draw people and if
Chinatown cannot provide that, then I think it would truly become
just a tourist destination. And that's the reason why when we opened
Lepark here 3 years ago, for that reason, people would come and people
are not coming here just to eat. I mean, if I want to eat, there are lots of
places, but I'm coming here for a program, for shared experiences, for
memory.”
–Ms. A
“In the past, shopping for Lunar New Year goods in Chinatown was one
of its biggest attractions that drew huge crowds. However, in recent
times New Year markets have sprung up in the heartlands. With all
these alternatives, people no longer see the need to come to
Chinatown.”
–Traditional arts group representatives
“But I think that a very big challenge is that, as a whole, the entire island’s
habits have changed. With the success of the decentralisation of our
commercial areas, and our shopping areas, you no longer need to
come to Kreta Ayer for your shopping needs.”
–URA official
The digitalisation of the retail industry and the proliferation of retailers in residential
areas means that relying on the sale of goods or services alone is no longer sufficient to
keep businesses and groups commercially viable and competitive. Instead, to attract
locals to visit Chinatown, there must be something that they can obtain or derive from
being physically in Chinatown such as “a program”, “shared experiences” and “memory”.
This can be only done if Chinatown has offerings of an experiential nature unique to its
locality which cannot be replicated via technology.
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2. Providing Rental Grants for Businesses with Heritage Value
At present, most tenants in Kreta Ayer’s shophouses pay market rate for rental. There are
some who enjoy a good relationship with their landlords and are thus offered discounted
rental prices out of goodwill.148 There is no formal financial assistance being provided by
the authorities in respect of rental prices. One possible way to address the issue of high
rental prices is to provide rental grants for heritage operators and businesses, as well as
new operators and businesses seeking to establish a presence in Chinatown who will add
to the character and ambience of historic districts.
The most appropriate entity to carry this out would be NHB, as it currently already has
grants for community heritage projects, long-term heritage projects as well as heritage
research. Such an initiative could be actualized in the form of a heritage business grant to
be added to the set of existing grants. For new businesses, we envision that such a grant
will be given in the first few years of operation as a form of “seed funding” to help these
businesses stay commercially viable through the “teething stage”. The intention behind
such a measure is to encourage people who have an interest in practising a traditional
trade, or incorporating heritage elements into their business, to become part of the
physical space in Chinatown without being discouraged by the initial costs of doing so.
For existing long-time businesses, such a grant would ideally help to defray the rent
component of day-to-day overheads.
Admittedly, such a proposal only offers short-term benefits to both new and old heritage
businesses alike. It is important to ensure that heritage businesses receive support and
assistance to ensure longer-term commercial viability, and thus the disbursement of
rental grants is a measure that must be taken together with other initiatives aimed at
helping to rekindle interest by locals and tourists in Chinatown such as those mentioned
above.
3. Assisting Traditional Businesses with Digitisation
As mentioned by one of our interviewees, the traditional brick-and-mortar set-up of
businesses in Chinatown faces competition from e-retailers who has reduced the need for

148

This was a point raised by our client.
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Singaporeans to visit Chinatown physically to purchase things. One of the ways for
traditional businesses to ensure visibility of their brand and/or goods and services is to
help them go omni-channel –i.e. not only sell from their physical shopfronts, but through
online channels as well. This is currently being done with another Historical District—
Kampong Glam. In line with the Ministry of Trade and Industry’s Retail Industry
Transformation Map, Kampong Glam which is working with the Infocomm Media
Development Authority (IMDA) and SPRING Singapore to use digital technologies to
enhance the digital capabilities of merchants in Kampong Glam, and to transform visitors’
experience in Kampong Glam 149 . Such a similar collaboration could be carried out in
Chinatown, with IMDA, SPRING Singapore, CBA and STB.
In addition to, or as an alternative to, precinct-wide digital transformation, STB, together
with CBA, could also help to connect traditional businesses with e-retail platforms such
as the 99% SME eMarketplace150, or to push for the MTI to launch a 99% SME campaign
for heritage businesses, including those in Chinatown. As mentioned previously, some
owners of traditional businesses may not be well-versed with digital technology and may
be averse to idea of digitalising their businesses. This can be mitigated by having tie-ups,
as 99% SME has previously done, with local tertiary institutions to provide assistance151.
This is where having a dedicated campaign period is helpful, as there can be a specific
timeframe in which efforts are collectively dedicated towards helping traditional
businesses establish a presence in the digital marketplace. An actual example of a
traditional business that has successfully done so is Thye Shan Medical Hall, a local
Traditional Chinese Medicine business in Chinatown.152 With the help of students, they
have managed to set up an online website and have their products listed on the 99% SME
eMarketplace. We foresee that some, if not all, of other traditional businesses in
Chinatown could follow suit.

Cheok, J. (2017). Singapore's retail digital plan to help Kampong Glam merchants go omni-channel. The
Business Times.
150 The 99% SME eMarketplace is a e-retailing platform set up by Singtel Group Enterprise, DBS Bank and
Lazada Singapore.
151 Ministry of Trade and Industry, Singapore. (2017). Speech by SMS Sim at the Launch of the 99% SME
Shopping Week (News Room). (Available at: https://www.mti.gov.sg/NewsRoom/Pages/Speech-by-SMSSim-at-the-Launch-of-the-99-SME-Shopping-Week--.aspx).
152 Ibid.
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IV.

Revitalising Chinatown as a Place of Interest

We recommend that additional events can be organised to revitalise Chinatown as a place
of interest, with some events specifically targeting the youth demographic to attract them
to visit Kreta Ayer. More activities can be organised to encourage Singaporeans to
continue visiting Kreta Ayer and to rediscover its intangible cultural heritage assets.
Additionally, one of our earlier findings is that the difficulty in attracting younger
Singaporeans to visit Kreta Ayer is a potential threat to safeguarding Chinatown’s
intangible cultural heritage. As youths do not often visit Kreta Ayer, they may not
understand the intangible cultural heritage assets that presently exist in the area.
However, it will eventually fall to the younger generation to safeguard this intangible
cultural heritage. It is thus critical to also introduce activities that specifically target this
demographic. The aim is to inculcate interest in Kreta Ayer among the younger
generation of Singaporeans, so that they may learn about its intangible cultural heritage
assets.
There are a few possible solutions to revitalise Chinatown as a place of interest.
1. Free Admissions to the Chinatown Heritage Centre
As then-Acting Minister for Culture, Community and Youth Lawrence Wong announced
in 2013, admissions to national museums and heritage institutions have become
permanently free for Singaporeans and Permanent Residents.
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However, the

Chinatown Heritage Centre (CHC) is not a national museum or institution and therefore
did not fall within the remit of this policy.154 CHC continues to charge admission fees.
Notably, the government was willing to adopt such a move despite the steep cost of
implementing free museum admission, as it was estimated that a portion of the museums'

Channel NewsAsia, (2013). “S'poreans, PRs to get free entry to national museums & heritage
institutions”. 15 March.
(Available at: http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/s-poreans-prs-to-get-free-entry-tonational-museums-amp-heritage-8342212)
154 National Heritage Board, Singapore. (2016). “Museums and Institutions”. (Available at:
https://www.nhb.gov.sg/support-us/how-to-give/museums-and-institutions)
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$2 million annual revenue from entry fees paid by locals would be lost. 155 However, it
was rationalised on the basis that profit-making has never been an incentive or priority
for the museums, as their work has been to increase public contact with art and culture.156
Such a move appears to have had a visible and immediate impact on visitorship, as the
Singapore Cultural Statistics 2014 report observed that total visitorship to national
museums and heritage institutions has increased from about 2.8 million in 2012 to reach
an all-time high (as it then was) of more than 3.2 million in 2013.157 This could be directly
attributable to the removal of admission charges as a barrier to access, as visitorship rose
19.2 per cent in the six months after the new admissions policy kicked in, compared with
the same period the year before, in 2012.158 The latest 2016 report noted that despite a
dip in visitorship figures in 2014 (3.0 million), total visitorship increased to a new alltime high of 3.8 million in 2015, following the opening of the National Gallery Singapore
and Indian Heritage Centre.159
On the other hand, there are admission charges for entry to the CHC despite it being
promoted as “a key gateway for visitors to understand the Chinatown story”. 160 The
admission charges for CHC are as stated in Figure 7:

Huang, L.J. (2013). “Museums shouldn't let this chance slip by”. The Straits Times, Singapore. 25 March
(Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/museums-shouldnt-let-this-chance-slip-by).
156 Ibid.
157 Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth. Singapore Cultural Statistics 2014. (Available at:
https://www.nac.gov.sg/dam/jcr:3b2cc6ce-4148-487f-a7e9-ba39cebd2469).
158 Huang, L.J. (2016). “Free museum entry widens access to arts, culture”, The Straits Times, Singapore. 18
July (Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/opinion/free-museum-entry-widens-access-to-artsculture).
159 Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth, Singapore Cultural Statistics 2016. (Available at:
https://www.nac.gov.sg/dam/jcr:fb14a0d2-fa9f-4a03-bbac-6ac9e56c9273).
160 Singapore Tourism Board, (2016). “Fact Sheet on the rejuvenated Chinatown Heritage Centre”.
(Available at: https://www.stb.gov.sg/news-andpublications/Documents/Fact%20sheet%20of%20rejuvenated%20Chinatown%20Heritage%20Centre_J
an%2028%202016_v1.pdf).
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Figure 7: Charges for Chinatown Heritage Centre.161

In fact, admission charges have actually increased after the “rejuvenation” of CHC in 2014
as part of STB’s overall enhancement plan for Chinatown, with ticket prices previously
costing S$10 for adults and S$6 for children. 162 However, it is difficult to quantify the
impact of the increase in admission charges on the number of locals who visit the centre
every year, as official visitorship statistics are not publicly available.163 Prior to 2014, a
former Director of STB’s Cultural Precincts and Tourism Concept Development stated
that the CHC drew an average of 150,000 visitors a year.164 He noted that many of them
were “locals interested in learning more about the stories of our forefathers and their roots
in the precinct”,165 although the precise number could not be quantified.

Chinatown Heritage Centre, About Us. (Available at: https://www.chinatownheritagecentre.com.sg/).
Singapore Tourism Board. (2014). “Free admissions to mark rejuvenation of Chinatown Heritage Centre”
(Available at: https://www.stb.gov.sg/news-and-publications/lists/newsroom/dispform.aspx?ID=533).
163 Visitorship statistics of the Chinatown Heritage Centre are excluded from the Singapore Cultural
Statistics.
164 Supra at note 162.
165 Ibid.
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Given the abovementioned experience of total visitorship numbers increasing after free
museum entry was introduced, we would likewise recommend implementing free
admissions for the CHC. The rationale is similar to what the URA official mentioned, with
regard to the free heritage trails that they offer in partnership with the Friends of the
Museums (FOM):166
“Singaporeans who are interested in history, they are somewhat
reluctant to actually spend the money to go on a walking tour, if they
pay 30 bucks for it, for example. So we see there’s a gap between what the
industry can provide and what the local market is willing to pay … in
terms of the local market, because FOM gives tours, the walks for free, I
think it makes it easier for Singaporeans who are rediscovering their
history to join in, it’s less scary. I think we think of affordability, a
family of four, five, it’s 30 bucks per head, I don’t think they’ll pay. ”
In general, Singaporeans may be reluctant to spend money to learn more about Kreta
Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage as affordability may be a key consideration for many
Singaporeans. Providing free admission to the CHC could therefore encourage more
visitorship from locals, allowing locals to learn the “story of Chinatown’s evolution from its
early days as a Chinese migrant settlement to today’s vibrant heritage precinct”.167
Nonetheless, we understand that increasing public contact with Chinatown’s heritage and
culture does not end with simply granting free access to Singaporeans, especially
amongst those who are apathetic about the area. Even so, such a move would likely
complement the ongoing efforts of the STB and CHC’s operators to make the centre a key
platform for community engagement. As Mrs. Rosa Daniel, former chief executive of the
NHB, pointed out in a media interview, "to sustain true interest and passion, and to make
museum-going a part of the Singapore way of life, we need to keep the quality of our
offerings high, and the museum experience meaningful".168 Given that quality offerings are
already in place following the recent rejuvenation of the Centre and the draw of a

For example, see the Kreta Ayer Heritage Trail. URA organizes the trail, with the tours being conducted
by URA’s volunteer guides from the Friends of the Museums. Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore.
(2017). “Kreta Ayer Heritage Trail” (Available at: https://www.eventbrite.sg/e/kreta-ayer-heritage-trailtickets-39428946039).
167 Singapore Tourism Board. (2016). “Rejuvenated Chinatown Heritage Centre unveils refreshed visitor
experience and richer Chinatown Story”. (Available at: https://www.stb.gov.sg/news-andpublications/lists/newsroom/dispform.aspx?ID=641).
168 Supra at note 158.
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changing lineup of temporary exhibitions, immersive tours and community events, we
believe that making access free to Singaporeans and Permanent Residents is a good first
step in drawing public interest to the quality offerings in Chinatown.
2. Leverage on Existing Activities to Attract Youths to Chinatown
Grassroots organisations such as the KAKSCCC could leverage on existing activities to
attract youths to Chinatown. For example, the Ministry of Education (MOE) has been
promoting xinyao in schools, through a xinyao programme that includes songwriting
workshops and music appreciation sessions. Xinyao is a genre of music that refers to
Mandarin ballads composed, written and performed by youths in Singapore; it is a
movement that began in the late 1970s. 169 The MOE programme has fuelled a minirevival of xinyao among the younger generation of Singaporeans, with the National
Schools Xinyao Singing and Songwriting Competition (“the Competition”) attracting some
10,000 students to participate in 2017. 170 The Competition is jointly organised by the
Committee to Promote Chinese Language Learning, Chinese-language daily Lianhe
Zaobao, JJC, TCR Music Station and MM2 Entertainment.171
We suggest that the KAKSCCC could leverage on the popularity of the Competition to
attract youths to Kreta Ayer by working with the organisers to host the Competition in
Chinatown in the future. This year, different rounds of the Competition were held at
Jurong Junior College and Singapore Polytechnic. 172 In the future, KAKSCC could work
with the organisers to bring some rounds of the Competition to Chinatown. The
Competition is likely to be an activity that would maintain an appropriate balance
between authenticity and relevance, as xinyao is a genre of music that organically
developed in Singapore and thus has a link to our shared history.

Koh, J. (2015) “Xinyao”. National Library Board, Singapore. (Available at:
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_2015-02-17_175438.html).
170 Cheow, S.A. (2017) “Students relieving spirit of xinyao”. Straits Times, Singapore. 21 August. (Available
at: http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/education/students-reliving-spirit-of-xinyao).
171 Ibid.
172 Ministry of Education, Singapore. (2017) “Key dates for Xinyao Singing and Songwriting Competition
2017”. (Available at: http://www.moe.gov.sg/docs/defaultsource/document/media/press/2017/xinyao--annex.pdf).
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A potential venue for the Competition would be the Kreta Ayer People’s Theatre, which
is undergoing renovations and is expected to re-open in July 2018.173 Management of the
building has also been transferred to the People’s Association (PA),174 which oversees
other grassroots organisations such as the KAKSCCC. In the past, PA had held many
concerts, camps and courses to promote xinyao during the 1980s and had offered
facilities for free to xinyao enthusiasts.175 If KAKSCCC were to propose the use of Kreta
Ayer People’s Theatre for the Competition, it seems likely that approval would be given.
While the theatre has traditionally been used for Chinese opera performances,176 we can
“contemporise” the use of the theatre through the Competition.
By leveraging on existing activities to attract youths to Chinatown, we can take the
opportunity to let the younger generation of Singaporeans learn more about the
intangible cultural heritage of the area. Ms. A, one of our interviewees, stated when young
people are “engaged in the space and [you] share with them the history [of the place], they
will be like … ‘let me find out more and research more’”. If the Competition was held at
Kreta Ayer People’s Theatre, the building’s history can be shared with younger
Singaporeans. Its illustrious past can be shared with the younger generation of
Singaporeans, as they can learn interesting facts such as how members of the British royal
family had attended a performance during Chinese Opera Week held in 1972. 177
Furthermore, the younger generations of Singaporeans may then take the opportunity to
explore other parts of Kreta Ayer, to learn more about the area today.
3. Organise More Regular Activities to Attract Youths to Chinatown
Younger Singaporeans are likely to spend more time in the Chinatown if there are regular
activities that cater to the tastes of their demographic. As the KAKSCCC representative
has stated “most youths … think that coming to Chinatown is something not trendy, very old
fashioned”. There thus is a need to “repackage” Chinatown in a way that speaks to the

Ang, B. (2017). “Kreta Ayer theatre to undergo extensive renovation for a year”. The Straits Times,
Singapore. 26 July. (Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/arts/kreta-ayer-theatre-getsnew-lease-of-life).
174 Ibid.
175 Supra, at note 169.
176 Ibid.
177 Tan, F. (2014) “Kreta Ayer People’s Theatre”. National Library Board, Singapore. (Available at:
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_2014-01-23_121900.html).
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interests of the younger generation of Singaporeans and then leverage on the opportunity
to educate them on Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage.
These activities should take place semi-regularly, to ensure that youths continually visit
Kreta Ayer and learn more about its intangible cultural heritage in the process. Regular
activities could help to create a self-sustaining ecosystem. A virtuous cycle may even be
created — successful efforts to attract youths to the area could lead to greater interest in
Kreta Ayer, which in turn would help to reshape the image of Kreta Ayer to be more
interesting to the younger generation. This in turn may spur stakeholders to introduce
more youth-centric activities in Kreta Ayer and thus build a self-sustaining eco-system.
The purpose of organising regular youth-centric activities is thus two-fold: (a) to attract
youths to the area and leverage upon the opportunity to educate them more about Kreta
Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage, and (b) create a self-sustaining eco-system of youthcentric activities so that they would continually visit Kreta Ayer.
An example of these regular, youth-oriented activities that could be organised are fleaand car-boot markets. Such markets have been organised in Kreta Ayer previously, as
part of Kreta Ayer’s Chinese New Year festivities.178 The flea- and car-boot market was a
collaboration between an online retailer and Lepark, which used to operate on the
rooftop carpark of People’s Park Complex, with over 100 local brands and independent
designers being showcased. 179 The market’s purpose was to draw more youths to the
Chinese New Year festival, which tends to attract an older crowd.180
We note that the STB official is supportive of activities that would draw in a younger
crowd. He described the organisers’ strategy as:
“more contemporary, modern … some of the activities are maybe not
even Chinatown or Chinese-related but at least it brings the young
people down. And when people come down, then they realise hey
Hon, J.Y. (2017). “Tons to enjoy at Chinatown Chinese New Year extravaganza”. Today Online, Singapore.
6 January. (Available at: http://www.todayonline.com/entertainment/largest-number-lanterns-and-carboot-sale-tons-enjoy-chinatown-chinese-new-year).
179 Ibid.
180 Lin, M. (2017). “CNY feastival aims to pull in younger shoppers”. Straits Times, Singapore. 5 January.
(Available at: http://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/cny-festival-aims-to-pull-in-younger-shoppers).
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actually the Culture Precinct of Chinatown is quite interesting to
explore. Then they’ll start walking through the street. But at least there’s
something to attract them ... one weekend, they did a very interesting
car boot sale … to attract a different kind of crowd to come in.”
A similar strategy can be adopted here — flea markets could be held in Kreta Ayer to
ensure that youths are continually attracted to the area. For example, the markets could
be held on a monthly basis during the weekends. Although flea markets may not seem to
be very traditional, they are more likely to speak to the tastes of the younger generation
of Singaporeans. For example, the flea market at *SCAPE Marketplace is often frequented
by youths. Once the younger generation is attracted to the area, efforts can be made to
help them learn more about the intangible cultural heritage that exists in Kreta Ayer.
Such markets can be organised by grassroots organisations such as the KAKSCCC, in
partnership with businesses that have experience organising flea markets in Singapore.
For example, Duke’s Bazaars could be a possible partner. They are the official partner and
organiser of the *SCAPE Marketplace and aim to build a local bazaar community. 181
Alternatively, Fleawhere has been called Singapore’s largest flea market organiser182 and
is targeted at youths and young working adults. 183 These businesses have experience
organising flea markets in Singapore, which bodes well in areas such as publicising and
marketing a Kreta Ayer flea market. Furthermore, as youths have usually been their
target consumers, these businesses are best placed to ensure that the retail mix of the flea
market would be attractive to young Singaporeans.
A potential venue for a Kreta Ayer flea market would be Kreta Ayer Square, as it is a large
open-space area that can host the flea market booths. We can also take advantage of its
central location to educate youths about Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage and to
encourage them to visit the other parts of Chinatown where these cultural heritage assets
are located. For example, space can be set-aside in the flea market for a mini-exhibition
on Chinatown and the cultural heritage assets. Given that Kreta Ayer Square is located
right next to the Buddha Tooth Relic Temple and Museum, a brief history of the temple,
The Duke’s Bazaars. “About”. (Available at: http://www.dukesbazaars.com/page/about).
Singapore Tourism Board. (2016) “Fantastic finds (flea markets)”. (Available at:
http://www.visitsingapore.com/editorials/flea-markets/).
183 Fleawhere. “Frequently Asked Questions”. (Available at: http://www.fleawhere.com/flea-faq/).
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such as the temple getting its name from what the Buddhists regard as the left canine
tooth of Buddha being displayed on its grounds, 184 can be the topic of the exhibition.
Moreover, temporary objects and archival materials such as the stories and histories
from the Chinatown Heritage Centre may be featured, if feasible. The aim is to leverage
on this opportunity to educate youths more about Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural
heritage assets and to encourage them to visit these other areas of Kreta Ayer.

Singapore Tourism Board. “Buddha Tooth Relic Temple & Museum”. (Available at:
http://www.visitsingapore.com/see-do-singapore/culture-heritage/places-of-worship/buddha-toothrelic-temple-museum/).
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EVALUATING POLICY OPTIONS
The following set of criteria185 was developed to evaluate the policy options discussed
above, in particular their potential strengths and weaknesses according to various subcriterion. Apart from structural criteria such as financial feasibility and administrative
capacity, we consider the criteria of receptivity and the risk of unintended consequences
to be equally, if not more, important.

Criterion

Financial
feasibility

Receptivity

Administrative
capacity

Sub-criterion

Explanation

Cost-bearing
capacity

What are the projected monetary expenditures?
On whom is the burden of such costs likely to fall?
Are sufficient resources available to support this option?

Sustainability

If sustained expenditure is expected, are sufficient
resources available in the long term?

Consensus vs.
opposition

Do the relevant stakeholders consider the option to be an
aid to preserving, promoting and revitalising Chinatown’s
intangible cultural heritage authentically?
Are the identified interests of various stakeholders likely
to be represented and satisfied?

Implementation Do the relevant stakeholders possess the bureaucratic or
organisational capacity to implement, monitor and/or
Monitoring
enforce the policy option?
Enforcement

Risk of unintended consequences

To what extent is the policy option and its foreseeable
implications reversible, in the event that unintended
consequences arise?

Table 3: Criteria for evaluating policy options.

Receptivity speaks to the notion of experiential authenticity as discussed in our analytical
framework. Since heritage is subjectively constructed, no policymaker can arbitrarily
determine if a particular policy option safeguards Chinatown’s intangible cultural
heritage in an authentic manner. Instead, authenticity can only be achieved with a degree
of consensus among relevant stakeholders that the policy option reinforces the link
between Chinatown’s historical identity and its present-day value. In addition, this
criterion may identify sources of opposition, such that public communications and
channels of dialogue can be targeted to address specific concerns.

185

See Table 3.
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The risk of unintended consequences, on the other hand, is not a positive criterion which
a policy option must satisfy. Instead, it contemplates the ‘worst-case scenario’ for a policy
option that fails to operate as was intended. In this way, it functions as a negative criterion
that warns decision-makers of at least some of the risks inherent in each option.

I.

Establishing a Statutory Heritage Trust for Chinatown

As our literature review on heritage trust demonstrates, there are not only theoretical
strengths to the option of establishing a Statutory Heritage Trust for Chinatown, but also
successful case studies of this option being implemented in other countries. The LWHT
stands out as the most prominent example. In terms of financial feasibility, the LWHT has
proven to be sustainable in the long term through government endowments, prudent
investments of trust assets, partnerships with private organisations and the support of
patrons and donors.
Admittedly, this is no guarantee that a similar institution in Singapore would be equally
successful. There is, after all, a constant tension between applying whatever trust assets
this institution may hold towards heritage conservation on the one hand, and income
generation on the other hand. In the short term, a Heritage Trust would be reliant on
government endowments and seed funding. The transition into a financially selfsufficient entity would require strong leadership from its Board of Trustees. Here, the
experience and expertise of private sector professionals will prove crucial.
In terms of administrative capacity, a Heritage Trust is unlikely to encounter significant
obstacles for two reasons. Firstly, to the extent that the Board of this Heritage Trust is
vested with similar powers to that of the LWHT, the Heritage Trust would be empowered
to employ staff either in an advisory capacity or to manage the investment of trust assets.
This would augment its administrative capacity. Furthermore, the Trust would be able to
flexibly adopt either a relatively passive role in terms of funding other activities and
programs, or a relatively proactive role in terms of organising activities, based on its
administrative capacity.
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Evaluating the receptivity of this policy option is by no means straightforward. One can
easily anticipate varying degrees of receptivity even within a single government agency,
not to mention multiple agencies involved in Chinatown. There are two primary issues
that pull in opposing directions. The first is bureaucratic risk avoidance. The propensity
to maintain the status quo in a bureaucracy is a well-documented phenomenon in many
countries. Here, resistance may stem from the aversion towards recalibrating scopes of
responsibility and functions and channels of communication. Also, the agency
responsible for putting forth this policy option will inevitably be linked not only to its
successes but also its failures and shortcomings. The second, and perhaps opposing, force
stems from conservation and heritage enthusiasts within government agencies, who may
regard a Heritage Trust as a comprehensive approach to addressing the threats to
intangible cultural heritage in Kreta Ayer. 186 The achievements of similar institutions
elsewhere suggest that this option could be well-received locally. Ultimately, in designing
a Heritage Trust, there are a range of options regarding its remit, responsibilities and
resources,187 which can be adjusted to improve receptivity in the local context.
The receptivity of other non-governmental stakeholders is far more uncertain. Although
a Heritage Trust offers much promise for the preservation, promotion and revitalisation
of Kreta Ayer’s intangible cultural heritage, its performance in reality will depend upon
the composition and leadership of its Board of Trustees, the initial endowments at its
disposal, and the participation of the private sector. Hence, the views of other
stakeholders towards a Heritage Trust is likely to remain in flux until the foregoing
factors take shape. Nevertheless, the receptivity towards My Community’s proposals in
Queenstown are encouraging.
By its very nature and objective, a Heritage Trust as a governing institution for heritage
conservation is likely to possess the highest risk in terms of unintended consequences.
As alluded to earlier, the transition towards a financially self-sustaining entity cannot be
taken for granted. There is a realistic possibility that ill management of the Trust’s assets
Indeed, the Centre for Liveable Cities suggested that “[o]ne approach to be explored could be
appointing a team of local planners dedicated to historic districts and their surrounds to provide a more
holistic planning approach”, which appears consistent with a Heritage Trust that could function as a
governing institution regarding heritage issues in Chinatown and provide holistic policy advice to the
Government. Supra, at note 16, p. 9.
187 See Appendix D.
186
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could result not only in a drain on government resources but also damage to the social
fabric in Kreta Ayer. Nevertheless, institutional practices such as the submission of
audited accounts and/or annual reports to the Government can be expected to mitigate
this risk.

II.

Improving the Commercial Viability of Traditional
Trades

The various strategies discussed above to improve the commercial viability of traditional
trades are intended to enhance the competitiveness and relevance of these businesses.
Relevance, rather than authenticity, is the primary concern when it comes to these
traditional trades. Financial feasibility and administrative capacity are similarly not
expected to pose significant challenges. After all, these strategies mainly rely on existing
technologies, platforms and know-how. Also, we do not envision government agencies,
which would be responsible for implementing these strategies, to completely subsidise
traditional trades in their transition towards more commercially viable models of
operation. Instead, their role is primarily to facilitate, educate and connect stakeholders.
Receptivity, however, may prove problematic. At its core, this policy option relies on the
willingness of traditional trades to redefine, if not reinvent, their value in contemporary
society. Traditional businesses may find these strategies inaccessible, cumbersome or
perhaps even inimical to their trade. Obtaining willing and able participants in this option
is therefore likely to be a challenge.
Here, the risk of unintended consequences is relatively low. The various strategies
explored are unlikely to result in significant increases in the operating costs of traditional
businesses, although teething inconveniences may initially be present for businessowners. Moreover, where assisting traditional businesses with digitisation is concerned,
lessons can be learnt from similar policies implemented in other historical districts to
minimise the risk of unintended consequences in Kreta Ayer.
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III.

Revitalising Chinatown as a Place of Interest

The criteria of financial feasibility and administrative capacity relating to this policy
option turns, in part, on whether a Heritage Trust is established for Chinatown. The
various strategies to revitalise Chinatown can indeed fall under the functional remit of a
Heritage Trust as community involvement activities. With the funding and networks that
such a Trust would offer, these strategies would likely fulfil the criteria of financial
feasibility and administrative capacity. If, however, the responsibility of organising and
implementing these strategies falls solely to the KAKSCC, these criteria would likely
indicate a very different result.
Receptivity could also prove problematic. Unlike the option of establishing a Heritage
Trust that could better negotiate the differing expectations for Chinatown through a
diverse and representative Board of Trustees, many of the strategies to revitalise
Chinatown are targeted at attracting youths back to this historic district in the hope that
they acquire relevance and value in their lives. Setting aside the question of whether these
strategies will be sufficient to fundamentally reshape the perception of youths towards
Chinatown, there is also an issue of whether the older generation would consider these
strategies authentic. Put simply, the place-based experiences of the older generation in
Chinatown may not be aligned with youth-centric activities. Hence, they may not consider
this policy option to be authentic effort at heritage conservation, regardless of their
general views towards the measures and activities proposed. Nonetheless, the low risk of
unintended consequences in terms of both resources and scope suggests that there is
little harm in adopting this policy option.
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RECOMM ENDATION S & CONCLUSION
The designation and conservation of historic districts such as Chinatown by the URA is
motivated in part by how the built environment can contribute to the distinctive
character and identity of our cityscape. However, there are good reasons to look beyond
conserving only what is visible and tangible. Quite apart from mere sentimentalism or
nostalgia, intangible heritage is valuable for its crucial role in shaping our understanding
of collective identity as a community, as a nation and as a people. The recognition of the
importance of intangible heritage is reflected in the fact that the Government has recently
commissioned the creation of a national inventory of Singapore’s intangible heritage.188
Although understandings of heritage and its threats expectedly differ amongst
stakeholders, there is a general consensus that there is a lack of interest by the younger
generation in Chinatown and its heritage, that the real estate market in Chinatown is
highly competitive, and that traditional trades and businesses face difficulties in staying
commercially viable. If these trends are permitted to continue, it is unlikely that
Chinatown’s intangible heritage can be inherited, much less be experienced and shaped
by subsequent generations. Further, stakeholders who have day-to-day involvement and
interactions in Chinatown such as business owners, resident arts groups, and grassroots
leaders also perceive that intangible heritage is threatened by the loss of community
spirit and authenticity in Chinatown. Being a segment of the ‘resident’ Chinatown
community, their perceptions cannot be ignored. To address these issues, we have made
three broad policy proposals: establishing a dedicated statutory heritage trust, improving
the commercial viability of traditional trades and businesses and revitalising Chinatown
to attract the interest of youths.
The primary challenge confronting this policy issue of conservation is how we should go
about safeguarding our intangible cultural heritage, given that heritage is not a static but
an evolving condition. Complicating this is the fact that Kreta Ayer plays multiple, and
sometimes contesting roles, as a historic district, tourist attraction, and a predominantly-

188

Supra at note 15.
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commercially zoned area.189 At the end of the day, any heritage policy adopted needs to
strike a balance: on one hand, room must be given to allow heritage to develop organically
and retain relevance for the changing tastes of the community; on the other, an overly
light touch might result in an irreversible loss of connection to and continuity from our
shared history and traditions.

See Master Plan 2014 for Outram Planning Area. (Available at:
https://www.ura.gov.sg/maps/?service=MP#).
189
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APPENDICES
I.

Appendix A: Map of Central Region

Source: Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore190

Urban Redevelopment Authority, Singapore. (Available at:
https://spring.ura.gov.sg/lad/ore/login/map_central_region.pdf).
190
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II.

Appendix B: Secondary Data on Chinatown

1. Resale Transactions
Date

Address

Property
Type

Tenure

Type of
Sale

Area
(sqft)

Type of
Area

Price
(S$ psf)

Price
(S$)

20 Feb 99

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

12,249

Land

2,042

25,000,000

18 May 99

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

1,076

Land

1,579

1,700,000

18 May 99

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

1,066

Land

1,124

1,200,000

16 May 02

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

4,704

Land

620

2,920,000

31 May 02

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

4,047

Land

716

2,892,000

11 Jun 04

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 2002

Resale

4,090

Land

1,394

5,700,000

17 Jun 04

XX Sago Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1991

Resale

1,259

Land

1,390

1,750,000

12 Jan 05

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,325

Land

1,118

2,600,000

12 Jul 05

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,411

Land

2,233

5,380,000

3 Oct 05

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,184

Land

1,574

1,870,000

15 Jun 06

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,399

Land

1,466

2,050,000

8 Aug 06

XX Kreta Ayer Road

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,432

Land

1,015

1,450,000

15 Nov 06

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,087

Land

3,631

3,928,000

4 Dec 06

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

200 years
from 1872

Resale

1,130

Land

1,322

1,500,000

26 Jan 07

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,335

Land

1,840

2,450,000

20 Mar 07

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,055

Land

2,722

2,880,000

8 May 07

20 Trengganu Street
#XX-XX

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

10,441

Land

1,723

18,000,000

10 Jul 07

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,702

Land

2,589

7,000,000

24 Jul 08

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

999 years
from 1872

Resale

1,109

Land

3,055

3,380,000

24 Sep 09

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,335

Land

2,666

3,550,000

14 Oct 09

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,055

Land

3,431

3,630,000

4 Dec 09

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

614

Land

1,118

680,000

22 Dec 09

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,206

Land

2,638

3,180,000

8 Jan 10

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

999 years
from 1875

Resale

1,098

Land

3,091

3,390,000

4 Mar 10

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

999 years
from 1875

Resale

1,292

Land

2,553

3,300,000

1 Apr 10

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,702

Land

2,848

7,700,000

6 Oct 10

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,012

Land

594

600,000

27 Oct 10

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

12,249

Land

4,231

51,800,000

20 Dec 10

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 2002

Resale

4,112

Land

3,008

12,365,600

25 Mar 11

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,098

Land

3,500

3,850,000
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21 Apr 11

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1990

Resale

1,313

Land

2,927

3,850,000

3 Nov 11

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

200 years
from 1872

Resale

936

Land

3,122

2,930,000

5 Jan 12

XX Sago Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1991

Resale

1,119

Land

3,228

3,600,000

17 May 12

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,098

Land

5,000

5,500,000

19 Jul 12

XX Sago Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1991

Resale

1,066

Land

3,761

4,000,000

12 Dec 12

XX Mosque Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,173

Land

5,194

6,100,000

13 Mar 13

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,076

Land

6,996

7,500,000

13 Jun 13

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,238

Land

8,107

10,000,000

18 Jun 13

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,044

Land

9,597

10,000,000

3 Jul 13

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

N.A.

Land

N.A.

2,100,000

3 Jul 13

XX Trengganu Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

N.A.

Land

N.A.

2,500,000

10 Jul 13

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

N.A.

Land

N.A.

8,500,000

22 Jul 13

XX Sago Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1991

Resale

1,119

Land

6,080

6,780,000

1 Aug 13

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

99 years
from 1995

Resale

1,485

Land

5,765

8,569,500

17 Jun 14

XX South Bridge Road

Shophouse

999 years
from 1831

Resale

1,367

Land

5,186

7,100,000

20 Oct 14

XX South Bridge Road

Shophouse

99 years
from 1951

Resale

1,496

Land

4,414

6,618,000

10 Feb 15

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

999 years
from 1875

Resale

2,013

Land

9,947

20,000,000

7 Sep 15

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,313

Land

7,252

9,500,000

16 Oct 15

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,119

Land

4,016

4,500,000

16 Nov 15

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

N.A.

Land

N.A.

12,200,000

20 Nov 15

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

N.A.

Resale

1,485

Land

8,081

12,000,000

17 May 16

XX Upper Cross Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,195

Land

6,300

7,500,000

1 Sep 16

XX New Bridge Road

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,733

Land

11,859

20,500,000

9 Sep 16

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,076

Land

8,208

8,800,000

26 Oct 16

XX New Bridge Road

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,540

Land

5,706

14,500,000

28 Feb 17

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

2,659

Land

6,959

18,501,000

1 Mar 17

XX South Bridge Road

Shophouse

999 years
from 1831

Resale

1,593

Land

6,507

10,380,000

10 Apr 17

XX South Bridge Road

Shophouse

999 years
from 1823

Resale

1,469

Land

5,230

7,808,888

12 May 17

XX South Bridge Road

Shophouse

999 years
from 1877

Resale

2,099

Land

5,613

11,800,000

26 May 17

XX Smith Street

Shophouse

200 years
from 1872

Resale

2,788

Land

7,005

19,500,000

30 May 17

XX Pagoda Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,238

Land

9,890

12,200,000

24 Jul 17

XX Temple Street

Shophouse

Freehold

Resale

1,302

Land

6,301

8,200,000
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2. Rental Transactions
Month

Address

Property
Type

Lowest
Rental (S$
psf pm)

Rental 25th
Percentile
(S$ psf pm)

Median
Rental (S$
psf pm)

Rental 75th
Percentile
(S$ psf pm)

Highest
Rental (S$
psf pm)

Number
of
Contracts

Mar 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.22

3.22

3.22

3.22

3.22

1

Apr 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

5.97

7.43

8.88

10.34

11.79

2

Apr 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.61

3.61

3.61

3.61

3.61

1

May 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.03

6.59

10.15

12.54

14.92

3

Jun 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

5.92

5.92

5.92

5.92

5.92

1

Jul 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

9.56

9.56

9.56

9.56

9.56

1

Jul 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

4.33

4.55

4.78

5.00

5.22

2

Aug 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

9.88

9.88

9.88

9.88

9.88

1

Aug 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

4.34

7.18

10.02

12.86

15.69

2

Sep 15

Smith Street

Shophouse

4.18

6.18

8.18

10.18

12.18

2

Sep 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

4.39

4.39

4.39

4.39

4.39

1

Sep 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

9.42

9.42

9.42

9.42

9.42

1

Oct 15

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.21

4.25

5.29

23.39

41.50

3

Oct 15

Smith Street

Shophouse

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.56

1

Oct 15

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

3.21

4.25

5.29

23.39

41.50

3

Nov 15

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.10

3.50

3.90

4.31

4.71

2

Nov 15

Smith Street

Shophouse

8.76

9.27

9.78

10.29

10.80

2

Nov 15

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.66

3.78

3.90

4.02

4.14

2

Nov 15

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

6.42

6.44

6.46

6.49

6.51

2

Nov 15

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

6.22

6.22

6.22

6.22

6.22

1

Dec 15

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.42

4.42

4.42

4.42

4.42

1

Dec 15

Smith Street

Shophouse

2.62

3.21

3.81

4.40

4.99

2

Dec 15

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

4.42

4.42

4.42

4.42

4.42

1

Jan 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.48

3.95

4.33

4.56

4.59

4

Jan 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

11.87

11.87

11.87

11.87

11.87

1

Jan 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

7.99

7.99

7.99

7.99

7.99

1

Jan 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

28.95

28.95

28.95

28.95

28.95

1

Feb 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.51

3.51

3.51

3.51

3.51

1

Feb 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.58

4.58

4.58

4.58

4.58

1

Mar 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

3.10

3.90

4.71

5.51

6.30

3

Mar 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.87

3.87

3.87

3.87

3.87

1

Mar 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.02

3.28

3.53

3.89

4.26

3

Mar 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

7.36

7.36

7.36

7.36

7.36

1

Apr 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.78

3.78

3.78

3.78

3.78

1

Apr 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

9.04

9.04

9.04

9.04

9.04

1

Apr 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

3.35

5.28

7.98

11.00

13.86

4
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Apr 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

5.94

7.34

8.73

8.73

8.73

3

May 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

9.70

9.70

9.70

9.70

9.70

1

May 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.60

4.92

6.24

7.56

8.88

2

May 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

17.42

17.42

17.42

17.42

17.42

1

May 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.43

3.11

3.79

4.80

5.82

3

May 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

4.00

5.96

7.98

11.00

13.86

4

May 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.39

3.56

7.80

12.85

15.43

4

Jun 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

4.28

4.47

4.67

4.87

5.06

2

Jun 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.03

3.61

4.51

4.57

11.66

5

Jun 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

7.35

7.35

7.35

7.35

7.35

1

Jun 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

3.60

3.87

7.09

10.48

12.28

5

Jun 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

20.58

20.58

20.58

20.58

20.58

1

Jul 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

5.11

5.98

6.85

7.71

8.58

2

Jul 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

2.47

3.01

3.55

6.29

9.04

3

Jul 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.29

5.17

5.34

5.80

7.70

6

Jul 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

2.60

8.17

13.02

33.31

78.58

7

Jul 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

4.15

4.24

4.33

16.80

29.26

3

Aug 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

6.54

6.54

6.54

6.54

6.54

1

Aug 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.78

4.88

5.98

7.08

8.17

2

Aug 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.38

4.71

5.05

5.79

6.54

3

Aug 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.08

3.28

3.47

3.67

3.87

2

Aug 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

17.27

20.36

23.44

26.52

29.61

2

Aug 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

12.55

12.55

12.55

12.55

12.55

1

Sep 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

4.18

4.18

4.18

4.18

4.18

1

Sep 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.01

4.01

5.01

6.00

7.00

2

Sep 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.27

3.77

4.30

4.68

9.86

6

Sep 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

2.62

2.62

2.62

2.62

2.62

1

Sep 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.13

4.38

9.87

19.91

21.91

5

Oct 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

2.94

2.94

2.94

2.94

2.94

1

Oct 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

4.73

4.92

5.12

5.32

5.51

2

Oct 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.29

3.36

3.42

3.48

3.55

2

Oct 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.10

3.53

4.75

5.50

5.51

4

Oct 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

6.53

8.57

10.60

12.64

14.68

2

Oct 16

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

1

Nov 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.84

4.25

5.66

7.08

8.49

2

Nov 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.78

3.78

3.78

3.78

3.78

1

Nov 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

4.76

4.90

5.04

5.18

5.31

2

Dec 16

Mosque Street

Shophouse

1.89

3.30

4.71

4.82

4.93

3

Dec 16

Smith Street

Shophouse

11.56

11.56

11.56

11.56

11.56

1

Dec 16

Temple Street

Shophouse

4.43

4.64

4.84

5.05

5.25

2
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Dec 16

Sago Street

Shophouse

6.19

6.19

6.19

6.19

6.19

1

Dec 16

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

10.58

10.58

10.58

10.58

10.58

1

Dec 16

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

9.19

21.29

33.38

45.47

57.56

2

Jan 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.11

5.29

6.07

6.69

7.43

4

Jan 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.98

4.17

4.36

4.54

4.73

2

Jan 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

14.74

14.74

14.74

14.74

14.74

1

Jan 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

1.99

2.77

3.55

4.11

4.66

3

Feb 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

1

Feb 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

12.24

12.24

12.24

12.24

12.24

1

Feb 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

2.32

2.41

2.51

2.60

2.69

2

Feb 17

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

6.25

7.55

8.85

10.14

11.44

2

Feb 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

7.81

9.28

10.75

12.22

13.69

2

Mar 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.27

3.34

3.41

3.48

3.55

2

Mar 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

5.94

5.94

5.94

5.94

5.94

1

Mar 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

6.01

6.01

6.01

6.01

6.01

1

Mar 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

3.39

5.38

7.36

44.72

82.08

3

Mar 17

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

15.43

24.84

26.30

30.69

35.15

6

Mar 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

4.72

4.72

4.72

4.72

4.72

1

Mar 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

3.00

3.45

3.90

4.35

4.80

3

Apr 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

3.06

3.52

3.99

4.46

4.93

2

Apr 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.12

3.12

3.12

3.12

3.12

1

Apr 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

7.19

8.48

9.76

11.04

12.33

2

Apr 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

2.70

2.95

3.20

6.73

10.27

3

Apr 17

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.61

9.51

15.40

21.30

27.19

2

Apr 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

2.13

2.66

3.19

4.68

6.17

3

May 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.62

3.19

3.77

3.77

3.77

3

May 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

5.84

7.88

9.92

14.31

18.71

3

May 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

1.40

2.12

2.84

2.92

3.01

3

May 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

4.35

7.59

10.82

14.05

17.29

2

May 17

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

3.60

3.60

3.60

3.60

3.60

1

May 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

3.47

3.83

4.20

4.57

4.93

2

May 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

3.48

3.48

3.48

3.48

3.48

1

Jun 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.71

5.57

6.42

7.27

8.13

2

Jun 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

4.17

4.46

4.75

5.03

5.32

2

Jun 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

5.22

6.03

6.34

7.35

10.25

4

Jun 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

2.14

2.14

2.14

2.14

2.14

1

Jun 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

2.66

3.66

4.36

6.34

11.19

4

Jun 17

Trengganu Street

Shophouse

4.81

5.57

6.34

16.77

27.19

3

Jun 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

2.49

3.31

5.95

7.03

8.32

8

Jul 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

4.99

4.99

4.99

6.35

7.70

3
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Jul 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

11.03

11.03

11.03

11.03

11.03

1

Jul 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

2.93

2.96

2.99

4.68

6.36

3

Jul 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

9.56

9.56

9.56

9.56

9.56

1

Jul 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

3.90

8.17

12.44

13.06

13.69

3

Jul 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

3.03

3.03

3.03

3.03

3.03

1

Jul 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

2.41

3.37

4.32

9.04

13.75

3

Aug 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

7.43

7.43

7.43

7.43

7.43

1

Aug 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

2.58

5.46

8.33

9.20

10.06

3

Aug 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.10

3.10

3.10

3.10

3.10

1

Aug 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

3.23

4.21

4.62

5.94

9.65

4

Aug 17

Upper Cross Street

Shophouse

2.40

2.40

2.40

2.40

2.40

1

Sep 17

Mosque Street

Shophouse

2.75

3.01

3.26

3.41

3.55

3

Sep 17

Smith Street

Shophouse

4.18

6.13

8.09

10.04

12.00

2

Sep 17

Temple Street

Shophouse

3.50

4.10

4.71

5.31

5.92

2

Sep 17

Sago Street

Shophouse

3.47

3.47

3.47

3.47

3.47

1

Sep 17

Pagoda Street

Shophouse

2.12

2.12

2.12

2.12

2.12

1

Sep 17

New Bridge Road

Shophouse

4.01

4.56

5.11

5.65

6.20

2

Sep 17

South Bridge Road

Shophouse

1.49

2.19

2.54

3.10

4.43

4

Sep 17

Upper Cross Street

Shophouse

6.31

6.31

6.31

6.31

6.31

1

Source: EdgeProp Singapore191

191

Information retrieved from:
1.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/kreta-ayer-conservation-area-12438
2.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/smith-street-134476
3.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/temple-street-137805
4.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/sago-street-133797
5.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/mosque-street-117226
6.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/pagoda-street-130190
7.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/trengganu-street-138532
8.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/new-bridge-road-117439
9.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/south-bridge-road-134517
10.
https://www.edgeprop.sg/project/non-residential/upper-cross-street-139186
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III.

Appendix C: Places Chinatown Has Lost since 2015

PLACES WE LOST

REPLACED BY

Joo Mak Korean Restaurant

Hui Ren Tang TCM

Toh Chwee Huat Ivory Company

-

Pillows & Toast Heritage

Capsule Pod Boutique Hostel

Lohes Health Culture Communication Centre Signarama CBD Singapore

-

My Grandma's Place

Sichuan Village

Equal Brand Design Pte Ltd

Frogmeat Fish Head

Lee Kui (Ah Hoi) Restaurant

-

Sors Studio

-

Chuan Garden BBQ

Hotel Mono

Dragon Court Hotel

-

TCM & Health Care Centre

Open 8

FBEYE International

-

TIP Associate Pte Ltd

-

VJ Slimming and Beauty

Thai Finger House

Chinatown Traditional Kitchen

Yuen Seafood

Fantasy Party & Angel's Play

Overtime Pub & Backpackers Inn Chinatown

Spa Factory Bali

Han Yun Tea House

RSVP PR and Lifestyle Communications

-

Shopmatic

-

Motivo

SCSY Studio

Park International Interior Pte Ltd

-

Hup Shun Motor Sampan Association

PageUp

MZK Logistics Pte Ltd

Lavender Gifts & Hampers Pte Ltd

蜂標燕窝保健品

-

Gallery Jewellery

Metal Money
bomanbridge.media.pte.ltd/HORUS

Ci Yan Organic Vegetarian Health Food

Development and Consulting

The Reform Party HQ

Authentic Manchurian Cuisine

AMJ Employment Agency LLP

Authentic Manchurian Cuisine

Li-Hong Jade

Starz Ariel Dance School

Koo Kee Restaurant

Chulha Chaunka Indian Food and Chaats
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TAPS by Fabrika

Hi! Joyful

Ah Huat White Coffee

Mooks Thai Bistro

CTY Kitchen

Korean Dessert Café

Kwai Fa Lam Dessert

Kay Lee Roast Meat

Chongqing Liuyishou Steamboat

Liao Fan Hawker Chan

Lulu Hotel

Cube Boutique Capsule Hotel

Asia Genomics

Mei Heong Yuen Dessert

Maxaliiancz Management LLP

Hamilton Sherwind

D&G Hair Salon

Nailz x collab Manicure and Pedicure

Luap Luap Beauty & Health Centre

Mao Shan Wang by Four Seasons Durian

12 Gigs Asia

Waave HQ

Golden Compass School

-

Lau Choy Seng

-

Ad Wow!

-

T30 by Kung Fu Tea

Landex

OZ

Dorothy’s

Rucksack Inn

Beds and Dreams Hostel

Wong's Jewellery

-

Cracker Tattoo

-

Oriental Pearl Healthcare Centre

-

3 for $10 International Gifts and Costume Orchid Roast Fish
Jewellery Pte Ltd
MWR Infosecurity

-

Nature Forest Spa

-

BPM Posters Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

Tagetik Software Pte Ltd

Comscore

-

Lyon and Dianzi

DMP

Duty-free Perfume Philms Cosmetics

5footway.inn Project Chinatown

The RED TEAroom

Traditional Massage

Life's Essence Remedial Nutrition Pte Ltd

-

Forrent

-

Ergozones

-

HAG RBM (Scandinavian Business Seating)

SME Centre, Journey of Success

OBBA SEOUL

Yoga +

Raymond Yeo Advocates and Solicitors

Osmosis Home and Design

Singapore Artwork by Bei Le Xian

Global Business Suit
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Gin Thye Chinatown Wedding Tradition Specialist
The Folk Arts and Craft

-

Fu Fu Lu Gui Shou Chun

155 South Bridge by Chui Lau Heung

Synthesio Global Social Media Monitoring and Engagement
Outlet Store

Hocun Home of the Great

HP repair shop and calligraphy stall

5footway.inn

Peter Ong and Raymond Tan

-

Templars Law LLC

-

Good Morning Nanyang Café

-

The Flying Dutchman Wedding Entourage

-

Top Technology Pte Ltd; Blue Sparc; AO5 Pte Ltd, JDB Design and Build Pte Ltd
Bluebooks; FRERES
Oracle Knocker

T.Y.A. Singapore Strategic Creative

Ai Kang TCM Centre

Yimei Beauty

Far East Hawaii Trading Enterprise Fashion 7-Eleven
House
Leems Collection Pte LTd

Art Palace

M.I.C.E services

-

Premier Pure

SK Beauty Centre

Wonderful Food & Beverage

Hao Lai Wu Steamboat Buffet

Island Penang

Hao Lai Wu Steamboat Buffet

Seven Sins Tattoo

Young TCM Centre

Pencil >

Singapore Kung Fu

Baijiu Inc

-

Sharp Kitchen

Vanda Beauty Centre

Tattoo by Crying Family

-

Tech in Asia

Fashion Makerspace Community

Fotografik

BRCKTS

A K Souvenir Enterprise

Ins-Well Trading

Orchid Chopsticks

The Gift Shop

Manly Departmental Store

Singapore Chocolate

Best City Gifts & Costume Jewellery

3 for $10

Javelle Gifts & Accessories

-

Amazon Cameras & Electronics

Bring Home Good Luck
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Royal Myer's Jewellers & Trading

-

Crystal Learning, Yi Mandarin, English Uniqcash Licensed Money Lender
Express, Indo Slang
iP Firm

Tong Lam Club

Decisivebits

Touch Point Hotel Loyalty Management

Sunset + Vine Asia

Touch Point Hotel Loyalty Management
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IV.

Appendix D: Range of Options for a Heritage Trust

Source: Study on the Feasibility, Framework and Implementation Plan for Setting up a Statutory Heritage Trust in Hong Kong Final Report 192
192

Supra at note 72.
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